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1

PREFACE

A Regional Workshop on Teacher Education was organized by UNESCO
Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific (ROEAP), Bangkok, under
the Asia and Pacific Programme of Education of Development (APEID), in colla-
boration with the Centre for Education, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania,
with the assistance of the Australian National Commission for UNESCO from 4 to 10
December 1986. The Regional Workshop was attended by personnel responsible
for, and involved in, the development of teacher education in sixteen countries,
namely, Australia, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia,
Maldives, Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Samoa,
Sri Lanka and Thailand.

During 1985-1986, eightzen (18) countries in the Asia and Pacific Region
undertook a survey of their teacher educatiun programmes. These suivey studies
p:ovided statistical data and information, as well as details of trends and develop-
ments in teacher education. The studies from the countries of the Workshop partici-
pants were used as a basis for the piocedures and deliberations of the Workshop.

During the first plenary session, each participant presented a ten-minute
summary of the surv ey of needs in teacher f!ducatior in their country. Participants
then formed five working groups, with a rapporteur being present in each group.
All groups were asked to develop, firstly, d summary of current innovations in
teacher education in their countries. The purpose of this was to enable an inventory
of such innovations to be oompiled for the region. Secondly, each group was asked
to identify, using the country surveys and their summaries, the issues in teacher
education which should be the focus of the remainder of the Workshop.

At the second plenary session, each group reported on both the innovations
and issues in teacher education identified by their group. After discussion a sr t of
issues was decided upon, and separate sets of issues were allocated to each working
group. Each group then considered this set of issues, their implied needs and
possible future action to meet these needs. During the third plenary session, each
group reported on the above. After discussion, groups were given the opportunity
to review and modify these reports. The synthesis of these reports was then under-
taken by the rapporteurs.

This publication takes stock of the progress that has been made in countries
in the region in wideaing and developing teacher education in the region. It also
consif'0rs the directions for future deve!opment which will ensure the development of
new mpetencies, attitudes and orientations required in education. Finally the
pub]: .ation develops a regional plan of action, and makes suggestions for future
actions at national and inter-country levels for the fourth cycle of APEID.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

Training of educational personnel has been a programme area of APEID
during all three programming cycles. In the first cycle, activities concentrated on
th promotion of innovations with a view to orienting teacher education programmes
towards national development goals and promoting basic functional education
needed to achieve these goals. Preparing teachers for rural development was a major
emphasis.

The second cycle of activities was focused on strengthening and building
national initiatives, through alternative structures in teacher education, for meeting
the demands of teaclien are educational personnel from emerging national needs
and the expansion of education systems. This resulted in guidelines and training
materials being developed to support the new structures, methods and curriculum
contents, and to ensure continuing personal growth in teacher education.

During the third cycle, the major emphasis has been on the implications of
social and technological changes for education systems, and identifying the implica-
tions of such :flanges for the professional competence and skills of teachers. These
activities have resulted in the development of "personnel profiles" for a variety of
educationai persomi.' This has beeen followed by identifying competencies and
skills which need to be developed for various educational personnel, including
primary teachers, teacher educators, curriculum developers, educational media
specialists and school and educational administrators. Another set of activities has
promoted innovations through developing 'networks of institutions' for the in-
service training of teachers and educational personnel, including teacher educators
and trainees. Experience gained from existing innovative networks has been
analysed, and emerging roles and tasks, and expected new competencies of the
heads of such structures, have been identified.

The third major innovatio, which has been promoted is the development of
distance education, including distance learning structures, and systems for both
school education and teacher training. In this case, particular attention has been
paid to the training of the staff of distance education centres for which training
manuals and materials have been developed.

As the education systems in the participating countries are undergoing
rapidly enormous changes, and an even more fundamental reorientation is being
planned for the future, the focus of the activities in the third cl cle has shifted to
professional support services and the training of educational personnel at all levels.
The main aim of activities in this arca has been the strengthening of structures, and
the organization and methods of preparing and updating staff coinpetencies, to meet
changing needs, and provide professional support based on educational research.

8



Teacher education

Hence, the activities have been concentrated on promoting the professional com-

petence of teachers, and other educational personnel, through development of
institutional facilities and services, new skills and attitudes through per,onnel pro-
files, emphasizing professional support services, and the training and continuing

education of all the educational personnel. The several activities which directly
led to a Regional Meeting, related to the above, were:

a) A Regional Design Meeting on preparing personnel profiles and training
programme content, materials and evaluation procedures which war
organized in Bangkok, in 1982. The participants reviewed the major
ongoing technical and social changes, and explored their interaction
with the education systems, taking into account the developments
in the field of communication technologies, pedagogical science and

innovation in management. The meeting made suggestions for re-
designing educational structures and for qualification profiles of educa-

tional personnel.

This was followed by a series of national studies during 1983, by the
participating countries, for developing personnel profiles for different
categories of educational personnel.

b) A Sub-regional Training Workshop on the preparation of personnel
profiles was then organized in the Philippines. The Workshop reviewed

the outcomes of earlier national studies on preparation of personnel
profiles and developed a manual on training methods and techniques.

c) A Sub-regional Training Workshop on the In Service Training of Educa-
tional Personnel which was organized in Australia (1984), reviewed
national papers -elating to training of educational personnel and made
suggestions on professional development of educational personnel.
The Workshop produced a final trial edition of the training manual on
training methods and techniques.

d) A Regional Workshop on Application of Research Findings to improve
Teaching Practice, with particular reference to new models of in-service
education, was organized in the Republic of Korea, 1983. Participants
developed guidelines for improvement of teaching/learning practices
through the application of research, and suggested exemplars of new
forms for the application of research.

e) A Regional Technical Working Group/Training Workshop on 1n-service

Training of Educational Personnel which was organized in Thailand,
reviewed the development of teacher training objectives in relation to
achievement level of children of primary grades, participants also

reviewed the development of national plans and practices for the in-
service training of teachers for effectively dealing with the problems of
drop-out and under-achievement, and developed strategies for the
in-service training of educational personnel.

9



Introduction

Another important innovation which has been promoted is the development
of "distance learning structures and systems", both for school education and teacher
training, and with particular attention to the training of staff of distance education
centres for which training manuals and tra;ning materials have been developed. The
activities which relate to these distance education initiatives were:

a) A Sub-regional Seminar on the Further Training of National Officials
and Specialists in Distance Education which was organized in Pakistan
in 1983, reviewed the problems and issues in distance education per-
sonnel, specified the learning needs of area categories of personnel,
developed training designs, and prepared draft plans for follow-up
national workshops.

b) A Sub-regional Workshop on Distance Learning S',, stems and Structures
for Training of National Officials and Specialists which was organized in
Sri Lanka in 1984, examined the functions of distance education
systems and structures at the secondary level, and the critical training
needs of the staff responsible for distance education. It appraised
training strategies and methodologies currently in use, and suggested
the development of national training plans for the pre-service and con-
tinuing education of the staff of these structures. The meeting also
developed exemplar materials for use by countries in follow-up pilot
national training workshops.

c) A Study Group Meeting on Evaluation of Distance Learning Projects
under APED was organized in China. Participants evaluated distance
learning projects undertaken under APEID, as a basis for the further
development of distance learning systems and struc Aires and the further
development of exemplar materials and tools for the evaluation of
distance learning programmes.

In order to obtain information from the countries concerning:

(i) the extent to which changes have takea place in teacher
education;

(ii) specific development trends and processes in teacher educa-
tion;

(iii) significant growth points and gaps;

(iv) the future direction and actions needed at national and inter-
country level;

the UNESCO Regional Office, in 1985, convened a small joint working group repre-
senting Asia ani the Pacific to prepare a survey questionnaire on teacher education.

The survey questionnaire prepared by the joint preparatory working group
was sent to the Member States during 1985-1986. Eighteen countries agreed to
undertake a survey of their teacher educatiu. erugrammes and subrn:t reports uf the
survey studies.

3
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Teacher education

These survey studies expect not only to provide information regarding trends
and dcvelopmcnts in tcachcr cducation in :he countrics, but also thc necessary
structural data, and othcr information, which would hclp kimulate important
government policy decisions.

Thc survcy instrumcnt uscd is givcn in thc Anncx.

The major currcnt innovations in tcachcr cducation rcsulting from thcsc
threc cycics of APEID ntivities, havc bun Iis d in Chaptcr Four of this rcport.

Thcsc havc bccn catcgorizcd as follows:

a) Pre-scrvice teacher cducation;
b) Teacher rccruitmcnt;
c) Teazher induction;
d) In-service teacher cducation;
c) Special tcachcr education programmes;
f) Poli:y changcs in teacher education;
g) Structural changcs in, and betwccn, teachcr education institutions; and
h) Rcscarch in tcachcr cducation.

The range and varicty f innovations listcd in Chaptcr Four dcmonstratcs
the vitality and effectiveness, at national, inter-country and regional levels, of the
APEID programme cycics.

Evaluation of APEBYs performance and contributions in rcspect of tcacher
training and professional development programmes dux ing the 10th Regional Consul-
tation Mccting on APEID (RCM) in May 1986, by thc TPR, combined with a major
evaluation excrcisc carried out by two evaluation tcams which visitcd six membcr
countrics in thc rcgion, rcvcals: that all thc countries have indicated the objectives
for this arca havc been achieved a considerable extent. This programme arca has
been considcrcd as highly favourable by all the member countries.

Evaluation of this arca furthcr rcvcals: that thc most cffcctivc activities
quotcd in thc country rcsponscs vary from country to country . Such activities,
which were noted as cxtrcmcly uscful arc for cxamplc; Regional Workshop on
Application of Rcscarch Findings for Improvement of Teaching/Learning Practices,
(Korea); advanced level workshops on rctraining of primary educar:on personnel
to copc with drop-out and repetition problem., (Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan,
Philippincs, Sri Lanka, Vict Nam and Thailand, 1984-1985); the Sub-regional
Training Workshop on Pcrsonncl Profilcs and Training Pla.ls, Content, Materials and
Evaluation, (Philippines); thc Rcgional Tcchnical Worki.ig Group cum Training
Workshop on In-scrvicc Training of Educational Personnel (Thailand), National
Workshops on Microtcaching for Teacher EduLators and Administrators of thc
TTC and TTIS (NIEAER, Bangladesh, 1985); and attachmcnts and intcrnships
programmes.

Tcachcr training and professional development programmes may have to
address themselves, partkularly to establishing new competencies to increase
national capacitics to respond to changc. Spccial appioat.hes in teacher education

4



vduction

should be developel to cater for immed:ately important issues identified in teacher
education and other programme activiti-- of ARID.

In summary, the above evalcuai..n ilidicated that continuing emphasis should
be placed on helping teachers and her educational personnel to play thcir roles
effectively, through special approaches and methods of teacher training and training
of educational personnel, with emphasis on coping with th, problems inyolyed in
UPE, such as drop-outs and under-achievement, teaching in rural arecs, teaching of
moral education, application of technology in education and international under
standing and co-opernion.

A particular emphasis during these three cycles has been the changing roles
of teachers resulting from the ario us innoyatiye programmrs. The changes consi-
dered necessary in the role of the teacher will be of considerable influence in the
planning of the fourth cycle of APEID activities. For this reason working groups
considered the rdc of the teacher. The follov is a synthesis of these considera-
dons.

Role of the teacher

The collective view of the workshop participants of the role of the teacher
in thc schools of the region is that the teacher's role includes the following:

The teacher is to:

a) ensure students' physical wellbeing;

b) promote skills and competency in literacy and numeracy, sensitivity
to the environmert and harmony between the school and its com-
munity

c) help growth of basic skills and attitudes for proper and continued
development of cognitive, social, moral and emt dorml growth;

d) transmit the culture and knowledge, and to helr students become
aware of the world community;

e) nourish creative and critical abilities;

f) encourege daaptabiliqr in a dynamic and ever-changing society;

g) help each individual achieve full self-actualisation and become a fully
functional member of society;

h) provide the students and the community with an admirable role model
of the professional teacher; and

i) be accountable to the community and to parents.

In order to undertake these tasks teachers need to:

a) ensure their continuing personal cl-velopment including the upgradin0
of knowledge and teaching skills;

b) be. aware of the values and attitudes which lead to healthy human society ,

5
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Teacher education

c) be involved actively in the affairs of the local community and society;

d) provide effective management of the learning environment and
resources;

e) be skilled in linking the curriculum of the school with the needs of the
community;

f) be skilled in counselling individual children and the management of
groups of children;

g) be skilled in the use and choicc of a variety of teaching methods;

h) be skilled in working with parents and other members of the com-
munity; and

i) be skilled in a variety of appropriate research methodologies.

6
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Chapter Two

REVIEW OF NATIONAL STUDIES OF TEACHER EDUCATION

Introduction

Summaries of the country survey studies were made, focusing on the issues
and needs for teacher education and the suggested plans for action. A regional
overview developed from these summaries is given in Chapter Three.

The country summaries are presented in alphabetical order.

AUSTRALIA

Background. Australia has moved from a substantial shortage of teachers in
the 1950's and 1960's to a position of over supply ;n ti.e 1980's. This change came
partly from a large reduction in resignation rates of teachers, especially women
teache -s, and a levelling-off in student numbers in schools. There was a substantial
expans'on in teacher education in the 1970's with many new institutions, including
man; -olleges of advanced education and some universities. With the reduction in
demand, there have been amalgamations of colleges, and some amalgamations
between colleges and universities. The predominant pattern of preparation is the
B.Ed. for primary teachers, usually three years plus teaching experience plans one
further year, and a bachelor's degree plus Diploma of Education for secondary
teachers. There was a substantial national inquiry into teacher education (NITE,
1980) in 1980 but most of its recommendations have not been actedon. An initia-
tive of the Federal Minister for Education in November, 1986 indicates the like-
lihood of another inquiry.

Issues

Provision. There are still shortages of teachers in some specific areas,
such as mathematics, science, and computer technology.

In'tial preparation. The organisation of field experience remains a major
concern, as are the processes for its evaluation. Some consideration is being given

tf.ach .rs of Years 7 and 8 (beginning secondary) teaching a wider spectrum of
subje:ts. There is general concern over the uniformity of teaching approaches.

Career development. Induction occurs with little -.ontact between school
and training institution. Considerable emphasis is being given to the professional
development of teachers, including in-service education. School-based, sy stem-based
and institution-based courses have their place.

Teacher education personnel. With the reduction in numbers of students in
training, there have been substantial cuts in finance for teacher education. Few new

7
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Teacher education

appointments are being made, and this will lead to an increasing remoteness of
teacher education staff from schools.

Support services. Two major factors stren& hen the need for support ser-
vices; the emphasis from official reports and other studies on the need for change in
secondary education; and the rapid impact of technology, including information
technology, on the ways people learn and gain access to information.

System links and cohesion. The responsibility for teacher education has
moved entirely to training institutions and away from departments of education.

Needs

a) A closer relationship between practical experience and theoretical
studies in pre-service courses.

b) An organic link between pre-service courses, in-service activities and
the regular work of schools, involving co-operation between depart-
ments of education, training institutions and schools.

c) Means of introducing new teacher education staff and developing
stronger links with schools and education systems for existing staff.

d) The involvement of teacher education staff in the new curriculum
initiatives, including the redevelopment of secondary education and
the use of the new information technology.

e) An enhanced capacity in teacher education institutions for self-
evaluation and the development of more varied and effective processes
in teaching and research.

Plans for the future

The Federal Government has recently formed the Commission for the
Futur!, to act as a focus for institutio.is, groups and individuals to focus on decision-
making as it may help to form the future. This indicates the need now felt by all
instituions to increase their capacity for a more initiatory role in policy develop-
ment, rather than the opportunity only to react to problems after their
appearance. This is a vtry lively aspect of current Australian society, as we seek to
develop our organisations and institutions in ways which are more responsive to
social and individual needs a id which obtain wider participation by people in the
decisions which affect them.

CHINA

Background. Since the ending of the ten-year turmoil of "Cultural Revolu-
tion" in 1976, the Chinese Government has constantly emphasized the sig..aficant
role of teacher education. In the light of the open-door policy and the four-
modernization drive, teacher education is perceived as a "machine-tool" of educa-
tional cause c.nd the fundamental base for cultivating a new generation, ready to
commit themselves to face the challenges of the modernization, the world, and
the future.

8
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Review of ::ational studies

is.sutw and needs of innovation

a) A need of in-depth perception of the importance of teacher education
in today's world and China and a radical change of status of teacher
and teacher education as a profession. A Law of Teachers is going to
be developed.

b) The increase of funding ai.. the improvement of teaching condition.
Pri:iity is to be given to teacher education institutions in terms of:

i) the distribution of finance, personnel and facilities;
ii) arrangemmt for capital construction;

iii) recruitment of teaching staff; ani
iv) admission of excellent candidates.

c) Expansion and reform of enrolment.

i) The emphasis on the training of junior secondary school-teachers;
tewhers of the "shortage" subjects; and teachers in border areas
and minority regions.

ii) Priority of selecting candidates for admission.

iii) The practice of recommended-based admission, with strong con-
trol over the academic achievement, the development of morality,
intelligence, physical constitution, and a willingness to be devoted
to the career of education.

iv) lhe experiments of oriented-enrolment programmes, in which the
local bureau of education is authorised to select the candidates
who have to be assigned upon graduation to teach where they
come from.

d) The establishment of multi-level, multi-pattern networks for in-service
teachlr education.

i) The needs of "life-long learning" concept for in-service teachers.

ii) The nation vide expansion of short-term classes, single-subject
training classes, spare-time studies, corresporience courses, radio-
TV courses, and audio-visual courses.

iii) The initiation of generai universities and colleges in teacher
training programmes.

iv) The active involvement of academic socieies, professional organi-
zations, government agencies, and other political and social
forces in in-service teacher training programmes.

v) The establishment of Lecture Teams for Teacher Training working
in the less-developed areas.

vi) The access of self-taught examination system for in-service
teachers.

9
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Teaclier education

e) Priority in development of teaching personnel for teacher education
institutions.

Recommendation-based admission for normal school graduates to the
higher teacher education institutions on the condition that they have
to come back and teach upon gradnation.

More opportunities for teachers' advancement studies through:

i) the establishment ot Centres fo.: Teachers' Advanced Training,

ii) the provision of post-graduate programmes for in-service teachers;
and

iii) developing exchange and co-operative programmes with unive -si-
des abroad.

The practice of contract-based recruitment and the teacher promo-
tion system.

The rejuvenating of teaching force.

f) Teaching innovations for better quality of teacher education.

i) Guiding principles: Teacher education institutions at all levels
should effectively serve the implementation of 9-year compulsory
education, and the improvement of basic education in the era of
new technology.

ii) The overall goal to reinforce the political and ideological educa-
tion and career orientations so as to cultivate cultured persons as
teachers with lofty ideals, high morality, showing discipline, and
a sense of mission as educeors "the engineers of the human
soul", and "the gardeners of the nation's flowers".

iii) Reorganization of specialisation in accordance with the current
changes of school curriculum and programmes e.g. the needs of
teaching of physical education, music, arts physiology, hygiene,
computer science and vocational education, etc.

iv) The cultivation of creative imagination, and independent and
innovative thinking, as well as the competence of teaching, rather
than a mere transition of knowledge.

v) Up-dating educational courses, and making educational theories
integrate with practice.

vi) The priority of educational research.

vii) The wide-spread use of media, the establishment of satellite pro-
grammes for teacher education started from 1 Oct. 1986.

g) The Reform of ccntxact and administration.

i) The establishment of Teacher Education Department under the
State Education Commission.

10
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Review of national studies

ii) The proper division of control between the central and local
gov ernm en t.

iii) The on-going evaluation on teacher education programme is
being made as basis for accreditation and control over the quality
of programme.

iv) The practice of teacher certification.

v) The restriction against the distraction of job assignment in other
positions.

vi) The need of close-co-ordination between the pre-service and
in-service teacher education.

Future plan

In 1985 the State Education Commission proposed a 15-year (or longer)
plan for the fostering of a qualified, stable, and sufficient teaching force for elemen-
tary and secondary education with rational ranges of age, speciality, and level:

Phase 1. (in 5-7 years): The stress would be on the reorganization and
retraining of the existing in-service teachers, and the replenishment of the
"shortage-subject" teachers.

Phase 2. (in another 5-7 years): The further replenishment and cultivation ,,f
qualified teachers in all subjects.

Phase 3. (open): The establishment of higher standards of qualification for
teaching force both in their academic preparation and professional compe-
tency as teachers.

INDIA

Background. There are nearly 3.5 million teachers in the formal school
system. The primary school teachers are all required to have 10 to 12 years of
general school plus two years of professional education. Secondary teachers have
a minimum of First Degree from the unhersity plus one year of professional educa-
tion. In general, there is no dearth of manpower, difficulties exist, however, in
some parts of the country. Salaries of the teacEers ..re lower than available in other
services. The Government of India had set up a Com .ssion to study all aspects of
teacher preparation including their service conditions. Recommendations at present
are pending with the Gov.:rnment. These will be implemented in light of the recom-
mendations of Pay Commission (1986) and National Policy of Education 1986.

Issues

Curricula for pre-service education of teachers do not get revised sufficiently
frequently and in response to changing circumstances. The revisions have to be
reflected by nearly 100 universities and 31 state departments of education.

There is a mismatch between teacher education programme and availability
of teachers in different subjects/geographical areas and for special groups (tribals
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and socially deprived groups). There is a shortage o teachers in fine arts, .nusic and
vocational areas at the secondary stage.

The profession is not able to attract higher calibre graduates from the univt r-
sities and Boards of Secondary Education: low salaries, poor living conditions in
rural areas are considered responsible for this stage of affairs.

Time available for pre-service education of teachers is inadequate for devel-
opment of necessary attitudes and values. At the secondary level, no attention can
be (is) paid to competence in the subject matter. Induction programmes are not
available.

There are several institutions and systems for inservice education of teachers
ranging from school complexes at the decentralised levels to programmes designed
and executed at the central level but co-ordination between various agencies is yet to
be obtained. A self contained system of planning, monitoring and evaluation needs
to be developed.

Distance education, specially through electronic media needs to be extended.

Elementary teacher education is manned by personnel educated for secon-
dary education. Separate provisions for preparation of elementary teachers educa-
tors have been provided at few places only.

Future plans

Comprehensive institutions are being set up at District Level which would
look after the pre-service education of teachers for the elementary schools, instruc-
tors for the non-formal and adult education programmes as y.ell as in-service educa-
tion of teachers. The institution will be well staffed with proper infra-structure.

A strong and large system of inservice education would be developed with
institutions at the central, state and district levels having clearly defined responsibi-
lity of planning, monitoring and evaluation of programmes.

Distance education electronic media communications would be used heavily
for meeting the needs of large numbers of teachers.

Teacher education institutions will be equipped appropriately to prepare
teachers in use of computers.

National Council of Teacher Education will be given appropriate status and
powers for improvement of teacher education in the country.

INDONESIA

Issues

Assignment of teachers to schools in remote areas rcmains a serious problem.
Development of programmes to motivate new teachers to accept assipments in
remote schools and to reward teachers who remain in remote school. after assign-
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ment must continue and receive high priority. It is important that when any new
strategy is tested in this regard, effective monitoring and evaluation systems be put
in place to provide information to decision makers on the success of the programme.

Most supervisors responsible fo the teacher training schools are former
headmaY ters of secondary or primary schools who occupy these supervisory posi-
tions without sufficient training. The numb m- and distribution of supervisors is low
and not always realistic given the geographical spread of schools. Transportation arid.
communication in many regions are difficult. Sufficient funding is seldom available
for transportation. The frequency of supervision, therefore, is low. Supervisors,
when they are able to visit, tend to focus on administrative mattcrs rather than on
the improvement of the teaching/learning process.

An examination of the curriculum of the primary and preprimary SPG
programmes suggests that the small differences in training courses between the two
specializations may make it simpler to co-ordinate the training between the two
streams. ( This conclusion is based on the assumption that enough specialized
training is being provided for the preprimary track under the current structure).
The rationale for many of the differences between the two curriculum streams is
not obvious. It is possible that the staff of the local teacher training schools are able
to interpret these zurriculum requirements in a manner that allows them to effec-
tivcly present the material. Howe%er, on the surface the structure appears complex
and consideration could be given to simplification of the system.

The in-service training programmes for teachers at the primary level are
varied. Rather substantial resources have been invested in in-service training pro-
grammes at the local teacher training centres and short courses at the IKIPs and
FKIPs. Significant improvements cal be made through innovative in-service/on-
service .pproaches to teacher tiaining. An example is the effort to provide training
and develop materials which (1 not require the secondary school teacher to spend so
much time preparing lessor. plans. These in-service efforts require co-ordinated
implementation and careful evaluation to determine which programmes or com-
binations of programmes result in the maximum benefits.

Teachers enterirg the job market trained at the diploma level are not
required to take civil service examinations. Their better trained S1 cou:iterparts
must take civil servit , exams which caa delay their employment for as long period
as years. Consideration should be given to modifying this requirement.

Multi-jobbing is an issue at all levels of teaching. Many teachers hold a
second job, and some hold even a third. Whilc this practice may increase the capa-
city of the system which suffers from a lack of well trained staff, it may be accom-
panied by decreased productivity in terms of a reduction in instructional time,
attention and assistance the full-time teacher can pi o-vide his/her students.

There is a common view among officials interviewed that teachers are not
well prepared to teach the subjects they have been assigned. ApproximaHy 90
per cent of the teachers are assigned to subject areas for which they have been
trained. The adequacy of the training is, therefore, in question. Many other coun-
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tries have recognized the importance of reducing the proportion of genetal pedago-
gical training to specific subject matter training. However, given their current
resource limitations, pre-service teacher education programmes would have a
difficult time responding to a need for improved subject matter training.

Field practice is more limited for secondary teacher trainees than for those
at the primary level. Because students and faculty favour field experience assign-
ments close to the university, some schools near training institutions feel overrun
accommodating trainees for field experience.

The present responsibility for secondary teacher education is primarily :n
the Directorate General for Higher Education whereas the supervision of priman,
teacher education is in the Directorate General of Primary and Secondary Educa-
tion. This split results in very little co-ordination of teacher training efforts or the
development of coherent strategies between sectors.

Needs revealed

There is an urgent need for more information on external efficiency. Studies
are required which utilize a ouqiity measure of teacher performance. Tracer studies
should be developed to help determine the extent to which the graduates of the
teacher training schools are able to meet the requirements of the job for which they
are being prepared. It is important to learn the effect uf multiple employment
among teachers.

The efficiency of the teacher training system has been continuously rising
over the last several decades in term of raising the formal qualifications of teachers.
Yet, there is a widespread view that the actual quality of the instructional delivery
system has been declining, that the standards for degrees and programmes have been
eroding due to the demand for increased numbers of graduates. The recently
reinstitutee national examination should yield data on the internal efficiency of the
system over the next few years in terms of the output.

Future plans

The Directorate of Teacher Training has placed a priority on developing
programmes to remedy the problem of assignment of teachers to remote schools
and keeping them in these schools once they have been assigned. Many teacher
training graduates simply do not Accept assignments to remote areas opting instead
to find non-teaching jobs. This is not a new problem. It has been studied in the past
and a number of potential solutions attempted. Non., of the solutions has prover.
fully effective. The current emphasis of the MOEC in finding .. -olution to the
problem is an appropriate one, but other innovative approaches need to be explored.
Given the current and projected oversupply of primary school teachers nationwide,
now may be an appropriate time to experiment with incentives and disincentives
that would not normally be implemented in a period of teacher shortage. Any such
pro --mmes, however, must be accompanied by monitoring and evaluation systems
to e.....ctivel-, judge the suc-ess of the programme and provide the information to
decision makers in a timely fashion.
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Almost all recommendations for the improvement of education in Indonesia
stress the upgrading of quality. It is absolutely essential that a baseline be obtained
for teacher quality so that progress can be measured. Competency-based ttacher
examinations, in accord with the current competency-based approach for training
teachers, should be developed centrally and required for all levels of teacher training,
both pre-service and in-service, including the tertiary level (IKIP and FKIP). Such
examinatior,s should be of great assistance in the design of programmes to imj,rove
the quali'y of cducation in Indonesia. The current practice uf relying on local insti-
tution-developed cyaminations does not ensure that all graduates can demonstrate
the skills actually ..equired for effective teaching.

There is gre_t potential for improving performance given limited resour,es if
complexity is reduced. For example training programmes, already relatively short
and less than ideal arc likely to achieve a better result if teacher preparation is
focused at the secondary level on only one subject area, such as sci,mce, with no
requirement for a teaching minor. Minimum competency in other subject areas that
must be taught on an emergency basis will come from the current requirements in
general education. There is a multiplier effect: when teachers become more compe-
tent, less instruction cln produce a higher level of studcnt achievement which will
allow qudents to learn more efficiently. Hence, the system achicvcs a higher level of
efficiency for the time and resources invested as both teacher and students become
more competent. Baseline data from the teacher examination recommended above
can ratify or discredit such efforts over time.

As patt of the overall strategy for teachcr education, the government should
adopt a policy of subsidizing the private sector based on changing public need. An
example can be drawn from the present extreme over-supply of SPG output consi-
derably. The majority of the output comes from the private sector, which outpro-
duces the public sector substantially. Therefore, if the government is to rationalize
SPG output, it must have a mechanism for encouraging private sector schools to
redefine their purpose.

In the foreseeable future, teachers will continue to hold more than one
teaching job, and it is important that the teachei education process anticipate this
multiple-job environment for teachers.

JAPAN

Issues identified and needs revealed

Conventional programmes for teacher education. The content of profes-
sional courses and other subjects offered as part of teacher education in many
universities has not improved su as to cope with the recent changes in the mental
and physical condition of children, as well as the chansing curricula of primary and
sec ondary schools.

Shortage of schools for practice teaching.

The notable increase in the number of applicants for teacher certificates has
made it difficult for students to find schools in which to carry out practice teaching.
As a result practice teaching is done rather perfunctorily and superficially.
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Inadequacy for the training of teacher edu-mtors.

Currently no provisions fo- the training of teacher educators have been
developed. Selection procedures for teacher educators exclusively bdong to the
faculty or department concerned in each university. The existing practice is almost
the same in the cases of other faculties (departments) such as law, economics,
business administration. That is, academic achievement of the candidate is the must
important factor to be recruited as "teacher educators".

It means that no intensive consideration has been taken of concerning the
eligibility of teacher educators. Many of the teacher educators hitherto might have
been scholars or researchers on educational science, and they rarely have teaching
experiences in primary and/or secondary schools previously. Teachei educators
tend to be academic-oriented too much. In selecticn procedures, therefore, practical
aspects of the candidate are generally neglected in many cases.

Difficulty in teacher recruitment.

The decrease in the number of teachers employed is likely to continue for
the next two decades at least, due to the decrease in the number of children. This
tendency has resulted in a marked imbalance between those who have obtained
teacher certificates and those who actually work as teachers.

Lack of adequate training programmes for beginning teachers. At the
beginning of their teaching caieers it is important to provide adequate training pru
grammes fur beginning teachers so as to help them make a succesiul start of their
educational service. However, beginning teachers today are treated as if they are
veterans or experienced teachers in the schools and classrooms they ser from the
very first day when they are employed and appointed. Therefore, they have not
any experiences except two or four weeks practice teaching in university da)s.

Duplication of INSET programmes. The division of responsibilities among
the national, prefectural and municipal governments for INSET is not clear, and
INSET programmes are p:anned, implemented and evaluated in a different level ia
respective ways. Duplication of the programme is often observed. Many people
recognise the vital role of cducatiun centxes which are at:ministered by prefectural
and municipal govermnents. However, for example, the INSET programmes are
criticized by trainees (teachers) to be not necessarily in compliance with their needs.

Future plans

Reform plans revealed by the National Council on Educational Reform

National Council on Educational Reform, Advisory Council to Prime
Minister Nakasone, made public its second repurt in April, 1986. In its report the
Council offered advice on a basic direction fur educatiun as we move towards the
twenty-first century.
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REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Issues identified

A nation-wide urvey of 3,700 primary and secondary school teachers was
made in 1983 by the Korean Federation of Educational Association as to whether
teaching should attain a higher level of professionalization. A higher percentage of
replies was recorded on 'long term education and training', 'more rigorous standard
of qualification', 'extension of autonomy and responsibility'.

To the question abot, t how well teacher education institutions carry out
their functions, the survey revealed the need for (a) an evaluation of pre-service
education; (b) an evaluation of in-service education; and (c) the improvement of the
teacher educa6on system.

Evaluation of pre-service education. Greater efforts based on an evaluation
of the management of teacher education institutes (1982) were made. Thesc ciforts
ere to:

:) resealeh and develop curricula and teaching and learning methods;

ii) inculcate the sense of duty and morals into teacher trainees by re-
establishing the goals of teacher education; and

iii) enhance their qualities and cornpetencics to perform `th Well-educated
Man' concept effectively.

Evaluation of in-service education. At the same time, the outcome of in-
service teacher education was evaluated by the Board of Evaluatio:, commissioned
by MOE. An evaluation exercise on the outcomes of in-service education for admi-
nistrative and professional staff in the NIEkT was performed by the Board under
the supervision of the Ministry of Government Administration. The results of
performance analysis of in-service education were summed up as foll-ws:

i) The Budget allocated for 1985 was effectively used for the develop-
ment of participation-oriented instruction;

ii) According to the Evaluation Report, facilities and equipment were used
for and oriented toward adult education and participation-oriented
instruction;

iii) As the results of in service edu.ation survey reports were primed
and distributed, they promoted the dissemination effects of inservice
education. These reports will contribute towards improving the
content of in-service education programmes through continuous exami-
nation and feedback of the results;

iv) Programmes for trainers education and seminars and workshops held
for them in 1985 were of great help in enhancing their abilities and
competence; and

v) During the last two or three years, the contents of revised curricula
and diversificuion of trainers education have contributed much to the
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qualitativc improvement of in-service education programmes. As a
rcsult, most of thc programmcs wcre re-organized to thc dirccticn in
which traincrs wanted to bc trained.

It was also pointed out that unintcrruptcd cfforts should be madc in ordcr tu rcin-
frcc studics on traincrs cducation, to readjust thc scopc of lccturc-discussion
suitcd to participation-orientcd instruction and to obtain the qualitati-c improve-
ment thereof.

Improvcd dircction of teacher certification. Rcscarch undertaken by KLDI
in 1983 considcred effctive management and operation of thc tcachcr ccrtificatiun
systcm as the kcy to succcss in teachcr education and proposcd improvcmcnt
directions for tcachcr ccrtification system as under:

a) Tcachcr cducation institutions and education programmcs should be
reconsolidatcd and reorganized so as to upgrade the quality of teachers
in terms of both thecictical knowledge and practical skills. The quality
of tcachcr cducation programmcs should be intcnsivc as wcll as compre.
hcnsivc so as to cnhance teachcrs' profcssional compctcncc.

b) Throughout thc cntirc stages of tcachcr cducation courscs from thc
selcction of studcnt tcachcrs up to the graduation thcrcof, thc opera-
tion of a m ire reasonable and systcmatic evaluation mechanism than
the prescnt system is nccded. The quality of studcnt teachers must
br cvaluated continuously on the basis of both their profcssional com-
pctencc and thcir whole personality.

c) Tie currcnt classification of tcachcr ccrtificatcs by school level should
bc transformed to thrcc catcgorics on the basis of the child dcyclop-
men: and thc educational dcyclopment trends, such as thc dcgrcc of
childrcn's physical and mental growth and the univcrsalization of
prc-school cducation, and primary and/or middlc school. Thc thrcc
categories are the teacher certificate of lower gradc level, middle gradc
level and upper grade level. And if necjcd, thc tcachcr ccrtificatc of
sccondary school lcvcl as now, can bc allowed to exist concurrently.

d) In conncction with the rcvision of thc tcachcr certification systcm by
school level, the teaching subjects for thc teachcr ccrtificatc may necd
to be changed. Teaching subjects for the teachcr certificate of lower
grade level may not be specified as all subjects of the curriculum can be
taught by one teacher. Two (one major and one minor) or thrcc sub-
jects which they are qualified to teach may be entcrcd.

Improvcment of tcacher cdthation systcm. In 1986, a Ministry's rcscarch
committee was assigned to undertakc a study which will contribute tu building a
linkage bctwecn teacher cducation programmc and tcachcr =ploy ment systcm.
Major items of the study include:

a) Recruitment mcthods (involving special rccruitment such as appoint-
ment by recommcndation of superintcndcnts);
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b) Selection method (scrccning criteria bascd on personality and aptitude);

c) Exempting students national tcachcrs collcge and/or colleges of
education from tuition fees;

d) Propricty of compulsory service in the tcaching plofession aftcr t,radua-
tion;

c) Improving mcasurcs for cffcctivc managcmcnt not t...nly of curriculum
and educational affairs but thc charactcrs and scholastic achievements
of studcnts;

f) Graduation and certification systcm, certification and employment
systcm; and

g) Internship r Togrammes.

Improvement of instituie-Lcd in-service education

In-service teacher education was conspicuously intcnsificd in accordancc
with 'the Rcvision of Ordinancc for In-Scrvicc Tcacher Education' in 1983. At
present various forms of in-scrvicc education arc carricd out by the educatic 1.3.1
institutions suLh as national teacher's colleges, National Colleges of Education and
Educational Rescath Institutcs within thc Municipal and 2zovincial Boards of
Education across the Country.

Thc most conspicuous change in in-service cducation in Rcpublic of Korca
for thc past three ycars is thc development uf training programmes for thc educa-
tional staff including educational administrators, plincipals and set u- supervisors
aad othcr professionals Ly thc National' Institute of Educational Rcscarch and
Training (NIERT).

As thc NIERT was reorganized and given a special function to retrain educa-
tional administrators and various educational professionals, ib staff development
programmc has thus bccn intcnsificd.

The following dclincation represents changcs in thc staff-development
programme for thc abovc mentioned educational staff.

a) 'Inc traditional tcaching mcthod, i.e. lecture-dominated nstruction
is transformed into participation-oriented training progratmes.

b) Thc participation-oriented training programme consists of (i) scminar;
(ii) workshop; (iii) small-group discussion; (iv) discussion-centred
training with field visits; (v) indcpcndcnt study; (vi) discussion with
dccision makcrs in charge uf development and implcmcntation of
educational policies and plans; (vii) simulation gamc for sctting up
future-oriented educational plans; and (viii) field study.

c) A synthetic evaluation programme is adoptcd to assess thc outcomes of
programmes. The programme includcs: (i) cvaluation relating to
achievement madc by trainees; (ii) sclf-study programmes att....ined by
trainees; and (in) follow-up monitoring. All aspccts of the programme
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have contributed to the development of the trainee's quality and
attitudes.

Future plans

a) With a view to inducing highly competent and talented teacher appli-
cants, better induction plans and practices need to be developed for
(i) inducing perspective teachers in the teaching profession; and
(ii) developing an induction system for educational personnel, including
teacher educators, administrators and other educational personnel.

b) Development of a network of training institutions in order to devekp
competencies, skills and values required of educational personnel.

MALAYSIA

Malaysia has a two-tier system of teacher education, with the Ministry of
Education being r..tsponsible for the training of teachers for primary and lower
secondary schools through its 28 teachers' colleges and the Faculties/Centres of
Education in five local universities for the training of teachers for upper secondary
schools.

The survey revealed a concerted and systematic attempt by both the Minis-
try of Education and the Universities to review the structure and curriculum of
training of teacher education programmes in consonance with the changing needs of
schools. There was evidence of greater sensithity and responsi%eness not only to
national concerns and aspirations but also to specific regional requirements in the
development of these programmes.

Issues identified

At the primary and lower secondary level, the stmcture of the teacher educa-
tion programme underwent frequent changes in the period 1981 to 1986. The
three-year pre-senice teacher education programme introduced in 1981 was slightly
modified to accommodate a semester system in 1985 and again reduced to two and
a half years in 1986 to help meet an increasing demand for teachers. This demand
was caused partially by the improvement of the class:teacher ratio in primary
schools. The re-introduction of part-time training of attachment (temporary)
teachers in 1984 was accompanied by an increase in the annual student intake into
teachers' colleges from 5,000-6,000 to an uprecedented 10,000-11,000 beginning in
1985. Positive measures were introduced to attract moie men into the profession.

An attempt to balance the rapid quantitative expansion of teacher education
with the main :mance of a high level of professional competency among teachers saw
the injection of various 'qualitative improvements' into the teacher education
curriculum. Pedagogical changes in response to the New Primal) School Curriculum
(NPSC) led to renewed emphasis on strategies and concepts like 'integration',
'assimilation', 'enrichment' and 'remediation'. New subjects such as Citizenship
Education and Islamic Civilization were introduced to promote greater awareness
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among student teachers regarding national norms and objectives and to help reduce
communal and geographical polarisation.

At the upper secondary level, faculties of education in the local L.iversities
developed 'concurrent', `conszcutive' and 'off-campus' teacher education pro-
grammes to help meet shortages of, first, mathematics and science teachers, and,
more recently, teachers in the languages and humanities.

These changes, however, came about during a period of contracting resource
allocation in the public sector leading to constraints in their implementation and
grave limitations to their effectiveness.

Needs revealed

The most frequently highlighteti cluster of needs revealed by the survey was
thus the development of strategies to cope with the scarcity of financial and human
resuurces and physical facilities which generally impeded the implementation of
most programmes. In 1986 increase in financial alit-cation for primary and lower
secondary teacher education was only 10 per e.° over that of the previous year,
compared with an increase in student take of z..most 80 per cent. The financial
constraints have somewh curtailed a corresponding increase in posts for supporting
or auxi: ay staff. Reduced financial allocation i.as ccusiderably delayed the con-
stniction of five new teachers' colleges, leading to congestion in the existing ones.
Limited funds have also affected the proper supervision of students during off-
campus teaching practice, both in the teachers' colleges and the universities.

At the same time, there was an increasing awareness of the need to improve
both pre-service and in-service teacher education in terms of planning and organiza-
tion as well as content and methodology. More f'ringent student selection proce-
dures were advocated. There was a move towards decentralization in college organi-
zation and administration, curriculum planning and evaluation procedures in an
attempt to foster greater sensitivity to local needs.

There was increasing concern about the competence of teacher educators
who were largely recruited from the ranks of secondary school teachers but who
were increasingly assigned to train potential teachers at the primary level. Future
teacher educators would need to have teaching experience at the primary school
level so that they could acquire the necessary skills to train teachers more effectively
at this level.

In the field of in-service teacher education, there was a felt need for more
systematic planning, implementation and evaluation of staff development pro-
grammes leading to a more positive effect of these prog.ammes in changing te-7.hers'
behaviour &A bringing about innovations in the classroom. This, in turn, would call
for the intensification of on-the-job in-house training in teal-leers' colleges, the
establishment of more effective teacher centres at the state and district levels, and
the introduction of distance learning facilities.

Finally, it was felt that there should be closer and better co-ordination
between the teachers' colleges and the universities in the planning and implementa-
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tion of teacher education programmes, and especially in the field of research.
Various collaborative research efforts have been attempted since the early 1980s
and these could be intensified in the coming decade. At both levels of teacher
education, there is a pressing need to diversify instructional strategies so as tu make
foundation and other essential courses more interestinto meaningful and effective.

Future plans

The major issues and emergin, needs highlighted by the teacher education
survey pointed towards the consolidatit -1 of teacher education programmes in the
coming decade with an emphasis on the following activities:

a) Research to build up reliable and applicable materials and data for
effective changes in teaching and teacher education;

b) Maximizing the available resources for teacher education, witn greater
sharing of personnel and physical facilities, and a gradual move towards
privatization of some services in teachers' colleges;

c) Intensification of innovative approaches to pre-service and in-service
teacher education, especially in the field of in-house and distance
learning facilities;

d) Streamlining of the curriculum with an increased bias towareis effective
practical exposure for student teachers and a renewed emphasis on
attitudinal change and 'integrative' experiences;

e) Greater decentralization in the planning and implementation of teicher
education programmes at the certificate, diploma and degree levels;
and

f) Systematic evaluation of teacher education programmes with special
emphasis on the effectiveness of teachers in the classroom.

MALDIVES

Issues

Teacher Education is one of the principal activities aimed at achieving
Universal Primary Education by 1995 in the Maldives. Teacher Training began in
1977 when the government schools in the capital, Male', were almost entirely staffed
by expatriates and almost all the schools in the atolls were staffed by untrained
teachers. Over the last nine to ten yea-s no systematic and detailed survey has been
undertaken except this one.

The main issues identified in this survey are:

a) Expansion of pre-service training;
b) Expansion of in-service training;
c) Staff development;
d) Physical upgrading of teacher education facilities; lnd
e) Evaluation of teacher education programmes.
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The development needs identified at national level are to:

a) improve the living standards of the population;
b) balance the population density and the economic and social progress

between Male' and the atolls; and
c) attain gi eater self-reliance for future growth.

Maldives hopes to af hieve the above three objectives by the end of the cen-
tury. All the objectives are important and interdependent, thus all three are given
highest priority.

More specifically it may be important to view the teacher education needs
in the context of teacher requirements. Considering the fact that in 1980 only 43
teachers (4.3 per cent) in the atolls were trained, the urgent supply of trained
teachers, in general, is a key element in integrating the traditional system into a
modernized one. By 1985, 287 primary tea..tiers were trained for the atolls and
there were 7,69 untrained teachers. Most of the untained teachers work part-time
only. By 1990 at kast 1,287 trained primary teachers will be required for the atolls
and by 1995 at least 1,481 teachers. The present annual omput of 40-50 teachers
must be almost doubled as of now to achieve targets.

The situation for the capital Male' is different. In 1985 there were 138
expatriate primary teachers in Male'. The number of primary teachers required by
1990 is 248 while by 1992, 286 primary teachers will be needed to replacc the
expatriates. These figures are based on average pupil-teacher ratio of 30:1.

The present training capacity for primary teachers in Male' is 20-25 annually.
This implies the target of 286 trained primary teachers for Male' falls short by 86
teachers. Thus the need for rapid expansion of pre-service teacher training pro-
grammes is imperative.

Coupled with this is the issue of staff development. The one and only
teacher education institute in the country intends to maiatain the full-time staff
trainee ratio at 1:16. Seven new persons are hoped to be trained between 1986
and 1988 to join the present staff of nine teacher educators.

Rapid expansion in both pre-service and in-service training together with
staff development, should accompany the physical progress of teacher education
facilities. This would imply an increase in the number of classrooms with better
learning facilities, an increase in staff accommodation and expansion of library
resources and equipment.

The physical shift from being a teacher training section within the Educa-
tional Development Centre to a full-fledged Institute for Teacher Education in its
eigth year of teacher training history was a worth while development. By now the
structure of courses offered, the subjects taught and methods of evaluation have
undergone considerable changes.
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The opportunity for teacher trainees to engage in a school experience pro-
gramme during the first year of training is also an innovative 9utcome which has
proved to be very essential and useful.

Future plans

In order to meet the requirements for providing UPE. It is imperative that
the present teacher education programmes take different forms. "It seems logical
for the ITE to look outside of Male' and to consider reaching out to the atolls in
the conduct of both its in-service and pre-service courses and to formalise the
"outreach" by establishing one or more outposts of the Institute in other islands.
These outposts can be used for accommodating some st ident places for the pre-
service course, later they can be used as in-ser e centres or "Teacher Centres".

The introduction of distance education to raise the standard of entry
requirements of teacLer training courses is seen as a favourable alternathe. These
prcgammes can be launched through the Atoll Education Centrc.. (AEC) under
the guidance of the headmaster. One AEC now exists in each of the 19 atolls.

If such a measure proves fruitful the training courses cou!d be reduced to
one year as was the case in the initial 4 years from 1977, *".iere'...y doubling the
number of graduates annually.

Presently, only primary teacher training is undertaken in Maldives. But now
it is time to start middle school teacher training for the middle schools being estab-
lished in many atolls.

Overali in-service programmes are to be planned in order to overcome the
ad-hoc basis in which such training is presently provided.

A programme of staff development to train more teacher educators and
upgrade present staff will continue in the years ahead.

Measures are being taken to improve physical facilities. Improvements in
classroom environments in terms of thermal, acoustic and visual characteristics
have been considered.

teacher education programmes is essential. No specific plans have yet been identi-

ment of the quantitative and qualitative needs. There is no mechanism to obtain

school, i.e., training of teachers ir teaching the various subjects.

NEPAL

reliable baseline data on which to plan teacher education programmes. The present
system has been quite inadequate in terms of meeting the primary need, of the

fied in this regard.

Issues

The need to change from more informal to scientific evalu tim practices of

Teacher training in Nepal has been going on without any full-scale assess-
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Using the teacher education budget: total education budget ratio as an
mdicator, it has been found that the trend is towards a decreasing proportion of
allotment to teacher education programmes. Additionally, the growth rate in
resource allocation to the education sector as a whole compares fasourably high
in comparison to the growth rate of the same in teacher education. Thus, expendi-
tore on teacher education has not been tuned to the same growth rate as that of the
education sector as a whole.

Part of the 'iational resources has been spent on some new innovative
projects, including the Education or Rural Development Project in the Seti Zone .1:1d
the Primary Educatioi Project which is now being launched in six districts. These
projects have developed new structures of training teachers while on the job and
strike an innovative departure from the tradition of campus-basct: teacher educatiun
programmes. The teacher education campuses can learn much from these projects
but there has been practically no confluence between the old and new structures of
teacher education.

The manpower capacity of teacher education is adequate generally, although
in some areas the shortage has become critical, rendered more so with the deputa-
tion of qualified teachers e0,icators elsewhere. There has been a very unfair distri-
bution of able teachers am ,ng the several campuses of teacher education, the
outlying campuses being generally served by lowly qualified and inexperienced
hands and the Kathmandu campuses being overstaffed with the comparatively better
hands. Although quite a big proportion of the present stock of teacher educators
are underqualified/untrained in the formal sense, informal occasions such as
seminars/workshops/mobile workshops have compensated for the inadequacy
through exposure of the undeiqualified/untrained backlog tu ariuus issues emerging
in the education sector. Yet, should the teacher education programmes be expanded
or improved intensiely , an increased number of teacher educators would be needed.

The production capacity of teacher education in terms of trained school
teachers has been low because there are fewer entrants for the pre-service courses.
Limited government resources to support th: training programmes has affected the
in-service programme enrolments also. It is doubtful whether the country would be
able to maintain the current ratio of trained teachers at school leel, with further
expansion of the schooling system and at the current rate of teacher production.
Universal primary education by AD 2000 remains the target in the education sector,
implying a tremendous task kr teacher education tu undertake. As matters stand at
present, teacher education may not be able to meet the teacher requirement by that
t ime.

Needs

Rigorous research on teacher education performance remains to be done. A
sociological or ethnographical sort of research on teacher education is required.

The highly useful insights gained from the experimentation of the externally
assisted innovative projects on teacher education (the Seti Puject and the Primary
Educati jri Pioject) have to be utilized profitably in the revamping uf the institu-
tionalized programmes of teacher education.
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NEW ZEALAND

Background. During the 1970s three year training for primary teaching was
introduced and kindergarten training programmes transferred tu primary teachers
colleges. Over the same period colleges established relationships with their local
universities leading to either conjoint B. Ed. programm:.-- 2T crediting arrangements
within other degree structures.

By 1978, the number of teachers coller graduates exceeded the demand for
teachers and college enrolments declir.ed to half their previous total by 1982. As a
result one college closed and a n...nber of shared site arrangements were developed
with technical institutes. Teachers college staff who resigned or retired during the
period were not replaced.

A change in government occurred in 1984 accompanied by a new commit-
ment to improve the staffing of kindergartens and schools. Increased intakes into
college programmes has resulted and to ensure a supply of college staff with recent
and relevant educational experience a policy of contract appointments was intro-
duced. Other improvements include the introduction of a policy for all teachers
entering the secondary service to be both subject qualified and teacher trained.

New provisions were also introduced establishing a professional qualification
structure for teachers as an alternative to a university degree but offering the same
salary credit.

Issues

Provision. New Zealanders recognize the community is increasing in its
diversity and there is concern that the teaching force is not a representative mix.
Apart from the shortage of secondary teachers in maths and science, and to a lesser
extent commercial and technical subjects, there arc also shortages of Maori and
Pacific island teachers and women, particularly in senior administrative positions.

Initial preparation. The quality of training that can be achieved in a one
year programme for secondary teachers is of concern. Thc two year kindergarten
and one year child care programmes are also regarded as inadequate and considera
tion is being given to providing an intc.5rated early childhood programme uf three
years. The differential qualification structure resulting from local university /
teachers college arrangements is also ar: issue.

Career development. All schools with beginning teachers receive 0.2 of a staff
posin to support an induction programme in the first year to the two y car induc
tion period. A more consistent approach to the development uf rast y car induction
programmes is desirable. Better linkages could be developed also among pre-service,
induction, in-service and continuing education programmes.

Teacher education personneL The impact of the 20 per cent college staff
contract arrangement requires assessment. A more appropriate mix uf college staff
is desirable particularly in regard to women, Maoris and Pacific Islanders.
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Support services. Improvements in financial and health and welfare service
-,;acher trainees are being sought. Increased support. for the mandatory multi
ural programmes in teachers colleges, particularly ancillary staff, is alsu an issue.

tis

tion:
The following have been identified as areas of high priority in teacher educa-

a) More effective means of recruiting women, Maoris and Pacific Islanders
into both teaching and teachers college positions;

b) Developing teachers understanding of the needs of those handicapped
students being "mainstreamed" into the education system;

c) Improving secondary training in relation to the transition from school
to work; assessment in the upper secondary schnol;

d) Assisting teachers to deveLy new ways of supporting community
involvement in the work of schools;

e) Developing ....:acher training to health education initiatives;

f) Promoting teacher effectiveness training as an alternative to corporal
punishment;

g) Supporting trade union education;

h) Promoting safety in the outdoors; and

i) Strengthening current programmes in the ec ucation and training of
those working in early childhood programmes.

Future plans

The education system will be strongly influenced by a number of current or
proposed reports and reviews. A Parliamentary Select Committee will be repor ing
on an inquiry into the Quality of Teaching and the recommendations of reports
into curriculum and assessment policies are being cunsidered. A Royal Cummiss.un
on Social Policy will also be associated with a review of tertiary education including
teachers colleges.

PAKISTAN

National edu -ation policy. With the introduction of the National Eaucation
Policy of 1979, the education system in Pakistan is geared to the national needs and
the economic development strategy of the country. It has emphasized that the
education system is the most reliable means of social transf,,rmation. The .ommit-
ment to universalisation of education, democratization of -ducation sy stem,
vocationalization of education and emphasis on the production uf trained manpuw el
have become the major thrusts of the education system as a whcIc

Teacher education. In the field of teacher education, the National Educa-
tion Policy has firmly accepted the crucial role of teachers in the successful imple-
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mentation of the education sy stem. It has been recognized that the teacher is the
pivot of the entire education4! svst.2m. In order to promote pre-service teacher
education, all the Primary Teacher Training Institutions and Normal Schools are
being upgraded to Colleges of Elementary Education. An Academy of Higher
Education has been established to provide pre-service and in-service training to the
College and University teachers. An Academy of Educational Planning and Manage-
ment has been established to provide opportunities of training Lo administrators and
supervisors working at different levels of the educational system.

It has been envisaged that every teacher will have to undergo one in-service
course during five years of his service. A system of national awards for best teacheis
will be instituted. Every year 10 teachers of various levels and categories will be
given these awards by the President of Pakistan at the! ational level. Similar awards
will also be given to selected teachers by the respective Provincial Governors.

Budget allocation

Allocation of funds for Teacher Edacation in the Sixth Plan period (1983-
1988) is as follo', rs:

Rer...:;rin
Expenditure

(in m ill;on rupees)

Developmental
Expenditure

(in million rupees)

1983-1984 12 16

1984-1985 14 20
1985-1986 18 27
1986-1987 20 32
1987-1988 24 38

TOTAL 88 133

Entry qualifications. The requisite entry qualifications into the teaching
profession at different levels are as below:

a) Primary level (I-V): Matric + one year teaching certificate (r r C);
b) Middle level (VI-VIII): Intermed;ate + one year teaching certificate

(CT); and
c) Secondary level (IX-X): B.A. or B.3e. -t one year B.Eri. degree.

Critical deficiencies. Critical deficiencies in Teacher Education are summa-
rized as follows:

a) Short duration of teacher training programmes.
b) Shortage of audio-visual aids and other educc.tional equipment in

teneher training institutions.
c) Non-availability of standard text boAs.
d) D.:ficiencies of supplementary reading n:aterials/guide books/journals.
c) Lack of co-ordination ar. ,ng training ins;itutions.
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f) Outznoded methods of teaching and evaluation.
g) Absence of incentive:: for prospective teachers.

Al lama Iqbal Open University. Al lama Iqbal Open University is offering
teacher training courses through non-formal system of education. These programmes
will go a long way in providing trained teachers for the rapidly increasing number of
schools. The Open University has developed useful training material and has
launched field experiments which have produced very useful results.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Background. Teacher training programmes imi ed from one-yea. courses
offered in the 1950s to grade VI scnool-leavers to tL resent two-year courses
which have entry requirements of grade X qualificatioli. Most of these were in
independent mission institutions and it was therefore difficult to maintain and
monitor standards until 1970 when the PNG education system, as a result of an
inquiry, was unified. This allowed for better supervision and administration of the
training although the missions still retain some autonomy.

There are now eight pre-service colleges and one in-service college in the
unified system and one oth c. outside of the system. The two-year course offers
11 different subjects and a six miths basic skills in maths and english at the be-
sinning of the first year to ensure that a minimum standard is achieved by the
trainees and they have the competence in basic skills of teaching in the community
schools. The college courses arP developsI individually from the guidelines provided
by the National objectives for each subject.

A number of recent reviews of teacha training programmes by both external
consultants and internal committees suggested nct:ds for quality improvements and
further research.

Issues and needs

a) Provision of a 3 year course to improve the quality of teaching provided
;n community schools.

b) Initial preparation improve school/college communication; improve
and research further with the teaching of basic skills courses; identifi-
cation and use of aids for professional studies; specialization in subjects
and need for funds to provide appropriate expertise and supervision.

c) Career development co-ordination and links with NDOE and provi-
sions for further development of teachers e.g. beginning teachers; basic
management and supervision cot,rse for institution managers; a pro-
gramme has been developed to support the weak teachers and provide
field-based in-service; provide a national in-service development plan.

d) Teacher education personnel limited financial resources at times
haw. forced colleges to operate with a minimal number of lecturing
staff thus requiring the staff to do extra ancilla:y jobs in addition to
full time lecturing.
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e) Support services appointment and selection criteria for college
demonstration school teachers; increase in number of ancillary staff to
take over non-professional jobs currently been done by lecturers.

f) Systems link and cohesion Closer co-opeiation between colleges and
provinces for improved monitoring of teacher training programmes
luring practice teaching.

Future plans

These are as follows:

a) to commence a three-year teacher training course and continue pro-
viding upgrading qualifications of all educational personnel;

b) development of a national in-service framework; and

c) further research into:

i) needs of first year teachers,
ii) basic skills teaching,

iii) programme co-ordination and assessment, and
.v) staff development

Innovations

The following have been achieved.

a) Development of in-serv.'ee packages to go out to schools at the same
time as the curriculum texts;

b) Change in in-service training programmes for school principals to
management and leadership programmes; and

c) Pre-training of school inspectors.

PHILIPPINES

Background. Teacher education in the Philippines had its beginnings as
early as the Spanish period. Teacher education programmes have always been
dictated oy the urgent needs of the time.

Before 1950, there were only a few state colleges offering a teacher educa-
tion programme. However, v.' . the Department of Education reported the gravity
of the problem of undersupply of pressionally qualified teachers, enrolment in the
teacher education registered an upward trend. To encourage more schools to offer
teacher education courses, requirements for opening of normal schools and colleges
were relaxed. As a result, teacher collegcs mushroomed, resulting also in relaxation
of standards. To control and improve private teacher education institutions, there-
fore, various measures have been adopted by the government s:nce 1950. Among
the significant measures were:

a) Extending the elementary teaching course from a two-year course to a
four-year course in 1950;
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b) Bat. -a the opening of new teacher training courses in 1954;

c) Setting of higher cut-off point in the National Colkgc Entrance Exami-
nation ratings to admission to the teacher education programme
starting school year 1980-1981;

d) Professionalization of teaching through the professional board examina-
tions for teachers in 1980; and

e) Promulgation of "Pt)licies and Standards for Teacher Education" in
1983.

Issuef

Provision. The recruitment and admission of quality students into the
teacher education programme is a critical concern in teacher education. This
concern is linked with the low status and prospects of the teaching profession and
the comparatively poor economic rewards for teachers.

Funding. The present economic crisis confronting Philippine society has
affected the, financial viability of teacher education institutions, particularly private
schools whose main sou-cc of income arc students' tuition fees. Of the 328 teacher
education institutions, around 85 per cent are private institutions and 15 per cent
state schools.

Continuing eiucation of in-service teachers and teacher educators. Provision
for a re-orientation and continuing education of teachers in the field, as well as
teacher education, is urgent if educational changes in the programmes of elementary
and secondary education arc to be implemented effectively. A few instances in the
history of the Philippines educational system have shown that educational reforms
and innovations failed because the implementors had not been properly oriented and
prepared for them.

Dearth of research in teacher education. Considering how important
research is for obtaining objective data which can be used as a basis fur sound
dccision-making, the dearth of research data in teacher education becomes more
significant.

Needs

1..e following needs have been identified:

a) Alternative models to improve the quality and quantity of students in
the teacher education programme.

b) Extension of government support to help teacher education institutions
be more financially viable.

c) Alternative programmes for in-service/continuing education tu upgrade
competencies of teachers in the field and teacher educators.

d) Mechanism that can bc adopted to assure continuing research in teacher
education which can be the basis for relevant changes in teacher educa-
tion.
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Plans for the future

Dra.,tic changcs have been taking placc in thc political, social, economk and
cultural milicu in which thc Philippines educational sy stem operates. llowevcr, a
heartening trcnd of latc is thc initiative being taken by thc government, particularly
thc Ministry of Education, Culturc and Sports (MECS) to tacklc thc issucs con-
fronting Philippine education. Initial focus of development plans for education is un
thc improvement of the status am!, salaries of thc teaching profession. On-going rc-
orientation cducati )n , f teaching personnel N il I be continued, both for public and
privatc school teachera, in established ccntrcs for this purpose. Thc granting of
certain incentives and benefits to voluntari!; accredited teacher education institu-
tions is expected to up-gradc teacher education programmcs. Evaluation and
development of tcachcr education programmes will continue to be conducted un
a collaborative basis with professional and non-governmental agencies.

SRI LANKA

Background. There is pre-servi,e and in-scrvicc teacher education in Sri
Lanka. In-service is implemented by four universitics, 16 tcacher colleges and units
in thc Ministry of Education such as CDTE, CDC, Distance and IIIEE. Pre-service
(institutional) is a recent development and is handled by thc six colleges of educa-
tion. A pre-service induction programme is conducted by thc pre-scrvice unit of
thc Ministry of Education.

The annual estimate on education in Sri Lanka for 1986 is Rs4,117,756,000*.
Out of this about 1/10 is spent on teacher education.

Issues

a) Thcrc is still a shortage of teachers in spccific areas such as primary,
tcchnical and aesthetic.

b) Thcrc is a backlog of untrained tcachcrs (primary and secondary),)
20,000 non graduates and 10,000 graduate tcachcrs.

c) Quality improvcment in somc of thc tcachcr cducation programmes,;
(c.g. in-scrvice institutional, distance and school in-service) by wal, of
curriculum revisions, staff development, better allocation of ref ow s,
cvaluating thc tcachcr education programmr .

d) Bcttcr c, ordination and link among programmcs, within and among
ministrics, units and institutions.

c) Morc rcscarch to be carried out in tcachcr cducation.

Needs

a) Morc tcachcrs arc required for primary schools and fur special arcas
like technical and aesthetic education.

*
Appropriately 29.00 Sri Lanka ruppes (Rs) = One US dollar.
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b) The institutional in-service programme, school in-service programme,
distance teacher education programme and pre-service induction
programme need curriculum revisions, to suit the changed school
curriculum and to keep pace with the newly developed teacher educa-
tion curriculum. Some of the new areas introduced to the newly
developed and revised curriculum arc life-long education, education
technology, research, population education, computer education,
community education and education sociology.

c) It has been revealed by the survey that some of the planners of teacher
education programmes need further knowledge and greatet L I.. -rience
in designing programmes and programme evaluatitm

d) There is a shortfall of trained personnel among teacher (:acators in
the field of testing and evaluation and research. There is a need for
trained and qualified personnel in the field of school in-service pro-
grammes.

Research is introduced as a subject in some of the newly developed
teacher education programmes. It should be introduced to other
teacher education programmes also. Staff development in research is
aiso needed. A separate unit is needed to undertake research in teacher
education.

f) There is a need for special teacher education programmes for special
areas such as Plantation and Mahaweli.

g) There is a demand for computer education and modern technology
from all the teacher education programmes.

h) Co-curricular activities in teacher education is a compulsory subject in
the recently developed pre-service teacher education programme.
Other teacher education programmes too should give importance to
this subject.

i) Teachers and teacher educators need further training in evaluation
techniques and procedures of continuous assessment and personality
assessment.

j) Community development through Teacher Education University
teacher education programmes, pre-service programmes and C.D.0
staff development programmes for graduate teachers have introduced
community education in their progiamme-. It should be extended to
oth c. teacher education programmes.

k) For quality improvement more resources and resource centres are
needed.

Future plans

The Ministry of (...sucation has plans to:

a) pro. 'e facilitics and opportunities for staff development of teacher
educ..Lors and teacher education planners;
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b) organize a research unit in teachcr cducation;

c) develop the special teacher cducation programmes such as Mahawili
and Plantation;

d) introduce community education to all the teacher education pro-
grammes;

e) provide further training to teacher educators in teachcr cducation
evaluation techniques;

f) provide more facilities to teacher education programmes;

g) revise some teacher education curricula; and

h) extend pre-service teacher educati,n.

THAILAND

Issues

Pre-service. There are so many teacher education institutions. The majority
of them have their own administrative bodies working independently under their
own individual charters. Selectivz universities and ope_i universities where teachers
wh ..re being trained have their own charters and are working under the Ministry of
University Affairs while tcachers' colleges, vocational and technical colleges, phy sical
education colleges and drama colleges also train teachers and are controlled by the
Ministry of Education. There is no systematic and authorized co-ordinating struc-
ture for bringing these institutions to work together in mapping out the concise
plan for the country. Teacher education institutions, therefore, pruduce a surplus
of teachers. Teacher education graduates' unemploy ment is becoming more and
more critical.

In qualitative aspects, teachers are being criticized for being inadequately
prepared. Criticism begins with the first stage, teacher student recruitment, up to
the final stage of preparation, teaching practice. Recruitment measures employed
by teacher education institutions are ineffective. Mainly they are based on entrance
examination results while interest and aptitude in the teaching profession is getting
less attention. Curricula for teacher training do not correspond with the primary
and secondary school curricula. Tcaching practice is mostly emphasizing theories,
and is lecture orientcd rather than practice oricntcd.

In-service and staff development. The present system of in-service training
is donc for two purposes, upgrading and updating. For upgrading, teache.s go to
evening classes offered by tcachers' colleges or take courses offered by open iniver-
sities foi getting degrees or diplomas. The programmes arc criticized for their
irrelevance to the work of teachers in schools. For updating, thc programmes are
conducted when the needs are felt by the administrators. Teachers ,hemselves have
a little role to play in this respect. Many times, teachers attend the training pro-
grammes they have previously attended. Sometimes the timing is wrong, leading tu
-eachers having to leave their classes to attend programmes.
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Teacher induction. Beginning teachers receive little assistance in starting
their job. Mostly, one-shot orientation programmes for a few days are organized by
the employer institutions. The programme content is superficial, touching on
curriculum structure and the subjects they arc going to teach and teacher's codes of
conduct.

Needs

Pre-service. There is a need for restructuring the administrative system of
teacher education institutions so that their resources could b- shared in developing
teacher education programmes to meet the need of the country in general and local
community in particular.

To improve the quality of teacher education, student recruitment measures,
curriculum, and teaching practice need to be revised.

In-service and staff development

Evening programmes for the current teachers should be modified to be more
relevant to the teacher's work in school. At present, the same curricula and course
syllabus are being used for training of both future and current teachers.

Teachers themselves should take more active roles in developing staff
development programmes. Wherever and whenever possibte, teachers should be
allowed to take initiating roles in organizing them to suit their own needs.

Teacher induction. Since new teachers arc taken from the college graduates
in teacher education and other graduates, teacher induction should therefore be
developed in different forms to suit the different groups of clientele.

Future Plans

Pre-service. To reach a desired restructure of the administrative system is
definitely time consuming. In the first stage, the present scheme of teachers college
consortium and networking will the other higher educational institutions will be
encouraged and strengthened. By means of consortium and networking, resources
(financial, man-power, facilities, expertise) will be fully shared.

Secondly, present college and university charters or acts concerning
teacher education will be thoroughly investigated and amended. In fact, a new
education reform act is being proposed having only one ministry of education.
Under the new law, all educational institutions will be put under one umbrella, the
education ministry. There ill be three main bureaus within the ministi) : Bureau
of General Education responsible fui pie-sehool education primary and secondary
education; Bureau of Higher Learning responsible for all kinds of education higher
than secondary level; Bureau of Religions and Culture.

Improvement of teacher education quality. There has been a pilot study on
the Rcrniiment of teacher students by means of seLction and examination. The
results revealed that, for scholastic achievement, both groups of studcnts arc not
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significantly different in their per'ormance. But for the attitude to the teaching
profession, those students who entered the colleges by the selection basis reLeived
better scores. Therefore, in future, recruitment of students by means of selection
will be applied widely among the teacher education institu..ons. In addition to
applying recruitment, the idea of student-resi-lence will also be applied. Students
are required to live on campus for at least one academic year.

Teacher education curricula are in process of revision and teaching practice
will be arranged as a continuous process starting from the first year of enrolment to
the fourth year of the programme.

In-service and staff development. Since the school cluster concept has
proved to be effective in providing education for children, in-service teacher educa-
tion based on the cluster system is to be tricd out.

School based in-service is successful in some co,. ntries and should be intro-
duced as a pilot study in Thailand.

Teacher induction. Two categories of people are recruited to be new
teachers: the graduates of teacher education programmes and the graduates of
programmes otl'er than teacher education. Induction programmes could be arranged
to meet the needs of each group.

a) For teacher graduates, a few days orientation plus working under
supervision of experienced teachers for a certain period should be
ample.

b) New teachers from the latter will become good teachers if they get a
good start. Workshops should be conducted for them and following
activities are recommended; teaching observation, zurriculula analysis.
micro-teaching, study-visits to good schools. When they are sent to
schools, they should work under supervision of exprienced teachers.

Professional teaching certification. A new law has been drafted and sub-
mitted to the parliament. Under such Law, better qualified people will be recruited
into the teaching 'n-ofession, and thosc persons who arc already in the teaching
force will be required to upgrade.

WESTERN SAMOA

Background. Teacher education in Western Samoa beg, with the arrival of
Missionaries daring the last century (1830-1900) in an attempt to teach the Samoans
how to read, write and reckon in the Samoans language. Samoans wen: trained to
teach accordingly.

The German Administration (1900-1914) brought no significant changes, as
government participation was restricted to a school for German children.

The New Zealand Administ.aCon (1914-1962) introduced the concept that
education is a state responsibility and duty, and that the Inost democratic way of
handling this was to make it secular. B '7 1920, the New Zealand Administration
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h ad already taken over the Pastor Schools; and it was not until much later when a
team, led by Dr. Beeby that any major changes for Western Samoa reached the
planning stages.

With independence statehood in 1962, some exploration began into the
Samoanization of the education system as divorced from introciuced models, with
the realization of a culturally Samoan-oriented type, appropriate to the local needs.
In this respect, UNESCO assisted greatly by sending various survey missions fol-
lowed by missions on curricula construction teams on various suiject areas, such as
environmental and language studies. It was then that the impact of the winds of
change in curriculum innovation began to be appreciated within the society.

Issues

a) There is a wide gap between policy decision making and the imple-
mentation level.

b) Major curricula innovations are necessary to upgrade/update the educa-
tional system to reconcile it with modern changes, if the country is to
keep up with modern educational developments; but at the same time
enable the population to retain its cultural heritage and national iden-
tity within the forum of Pacific and Asiatic nations; and of coutse
within the family of all nations.

a) The first and foremost need of national importance is the legislation for
compulsory primary education.

b) Policy and practice on quality improvement and increase in quantity
of teaching personnel are presently urgently needed.

c) The management structure for primary cducatio is inadequately
organ17,:d to guide teacher education institutes in accordance with the
national development strategy. Rigidity and inefficiences in the school-
ing piocess result from absence of ffective, central and incomplete
planning.

Annual pre-service teacher trainees in-take are not always the best of
school leavers.

c) There is an obvious need for staff regrading.

f) There is an emerging need if not an urgent need to recruit staff for the
teachers colleges who have substantial backgrounds in educational
studies.

g) Teacher education staff must be actively involved in the work of the
Curriculum Development Unit go that curriculum changes and new
methodology can be incorporated within their own teaching pro-
grammes. Involvement however should be out of lecturing hours.
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Future plans

a) The first Samoan School Cel tifice- examination is to be introduced
in 1989.

b) By 1990 all Samoan students will sit the Samoan School Certificate.

c) In 1988, the two teacher education institutions are to be amalgamated.
d) The Form II examination is to be abolished in 1938.
e) The CDU and examination personnel will co-ordinate assessment prac-

tices.

f) The difficulties in implementing the present policy of teaching all
subjects in English should be recognized.

g) A new policy should be drawn up regarding the medium of instruction.
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Chapter Three

OVERVIEW: IDENTIFIED ISSUES AND NEEDS

Taking Stock

The year 1986 is the 40th Anniversary year of UNESCO. It is thus an appro-
priate time to take stock of the currelt position in a sector which is crucial to the
work of UNESCO in the Asia-Pacific region teacher education. It is also a time to
define and agree on priorities for the period ahead. The last 40 years have seen
profound changes and developments. No one at the beginning of that period could
have predicted the situation for the region either in social terms or with respect to
education. It wcr-ld bc t qually futile to try to predict the future, even for a period
as short as ten years. Yet there is agreement on the crucial needs as revealed both by
the present situation and clarified by the human and social values which are held in
the region. This must be the basis for statement of priorities.

The present situation is a mixture of both problems and possibilities. There
are many concerns but there are also substantial strengths on which we can build.
The Asia-Pacific Region currently has over three billion people, some 64 per cent of
the world population in its 31 countries. Of that massive population 86 per cent live
in developing countries. A significant advance, however, is recorded with respect to
population growth with the annual growth rate decreasing from 2 )er cent per
annum to 1.6 per cent per annum in recent years. A high proportion of the total
population is under the age of 15, some 35 per cent or one thousand million people
being in his age group. In the years ahead the proportion of population under 15
will decline and that population bulge will work its way through. Traditionally the
Asia-Pacific population has been predominantly rural and still some 72 per cent can
be classified in this way. Urbanisation, however, is proceeding rapidly largely
through concentration in a few mega-cities so that that rural population will be 57
pe. cent of the total by the year 2000.

The Asia-Pacific Region is particularly diverse. It includes the largest coun-
tries in the world both in tetms of geography and in terms of population. It also
includes some of the smallest. it includes land-locked countries surrounded by
massive mountain ranges and island countries scattered over the immensity of the
Pacific. It includes a substantial range of political ideologies, of religious affiliations,
of cultural traditions, of stages of economic development. Some groaps of countries
have had universal primary education for many years, other groups have 80 per cent
of their relevant population receiving primary schooling, and others range between
20 per cent and 60 per cent of their primary population in schools. Adult literacy
rates also vary for the different countries from approximately 26 per cent up to 90+
per cent.

The region has seen substantial advances. While the age-group for primary
education increased by 159 million in the period 1960 to 1982 the numbers in
school increased by 188 million. In spite of this development the goal of universal
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primary education (UPE) which was set in 1960 to be achieved by 1980 is a reality
for only four countries in the region with another 13 countries approaching it. The
problem of drop out from primary schools is still a major concern with some coun-
ries reporting proportions between 50 per cent and 80 per cent of the intake drop-

ping out before they have completed. Particular groups suffer additional disadv an
tages. For example, female students are frequently under-represented and rural
education is still a significant problem.

In secondary education and tertiary education we find the same pattern of
significant advances accompanied by majoi concerns still needing resolution. Thus,
for example, there has been a large attendance growth in secondary education but
for most countries only a small proportion still receive such education. Equally
significantly only a sn.all proportion of those continuing on from primary schools
are involved in technologically-based or vocational education. Precisely the same
points can be made about tertiary education with respect to both numbers and
emphases.

As the educational systems of the countries have grown, the numbers of
teachers have shown similar increases. In 1970 the region had 14.1 million teachei-s
and by 1982 this number had risen to 22.2 million. In general terms the overall
shortages of teachers which were a feature of the 1960s and to a lesser extent in the
1970s, have now been overcome. There are, however, substantial exceptions to this,
particularly with respect to specific areas such as mathematics and science teachers.
The major current emphasis in teacher education is not so much on increasing
numbers as on improvements in quality. The occuirence of substantial curriculum
change and the ceriinty of further development, modifications in the process of
assessment and the recognition of new needs with respect to school and community
relationships are three of the area.: which emphasise the need for qualitative im-
provement.

There are also factors which ar beginning to make an impact on staff
development needs for teachers in schools and educational personnel in general.
Three of these factors deserve special attention. One is the growth Of knowledge,
especially in the area of technology. The second is the growing complexity of
education sy stems and their stronger inter relationships with government in general.
This demands more sophisticated and more specific administrative skills and ex
pertise. The third factor in change is the recognition that staff in higher education
institutions likewise require special staff development to meet the needs of their
own system and of society more generally. The assumption that specialised
academic expertise is sufficient can no longer hold.

The educational issues are not merely issues for schools. There are currently
350 million young people of school age who are not in school. This is an increase
of 100 million for this group from just 20 years ago. In addition to this group we
have 618 million illiterate adults in the region and this number too has increased
by 100 million in the past two decades. These are severe social problems in them-
selves but it is because of their wsociation with so many other social problems that
it takes on particular urgency. F aja Roy Singh speaks from his enormous experit.nce
of the region in making the following comment.
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"Illiteracy is invariably associated with deprivation and socio-economic
under-development. Countries with over half their adult populatizni illiterate
also stand at the low end of other scales of socio-economic indicators. Typically,
with very few exceptions, these countries have:

infant mortality rates of over 100 per 1,000 live births;

one-half to two-thirds of their children undernourished;

a life expectancy at birth under 50 years;

widespread endemic and communicpble diseases;

one-third to one-half of their population without access to clean drinking
water;

half or more of their people with a household income below the poverty
line or the minimum needed for meeting essential needs

A full analysis of the literacy situation is handicapped by lack of data
but two groups of illiterates are readily identifiable. The first group comprises
illiterate adults living in the rural areas. Recent estimates indicate that rural
literacy rates are 10-30 percentage points lower than those for urban areas. In
the rural areas, the incidence of illiteracy falls more heavily on the most
vulnerable section of the populatioi., namely, the rural poor, thus compounding
the other social and economic disadvantages to which they are subject.

The second group comprises women. Of the estimated 618 million
illiterates in the developing countries of the region, some 60 per cent are women.
A reference to Table 23 will show that as long as there is illiteracy, there will be
trire of it among women than among men. (table not reproduced here) The
difference is resolved when illiteracy is completely liquidated. The rate of
women's literacy determines quite dedsivdy the overall level of literacy in a
country; a high rate of literacy is a positive influence on socio-economic develop-
ment generally and on family life, children's education, health and nutrition, in
particular." (Singh, 1986, pp. 89, 90)

Raja Roy Singh's comment on illiteracy also highlights the situation with
respect to education of girls and women. As has been mentioned there is substantial
under-representation in many countries for women in education and this has very
serious implications both for thc individuals who are disadvantaged and also for their
families since, as has been pointed out, the overall literacy level depends v ery closely
on the rate of women's literacy.

Population growth and illiteracy are two of the major problems which
affect the current situation. The chief problem is unemployment and particularly
the high levels of youth unemployment. Almost all countries in the region
identified this as a major issue. The fourth problem area is the existence of sub
stantial tensions and dislocations in social cohesion in the countries. This can be
linked with rapid technological change and an associated decline in cultural tran
sitions. It can also be linked with the disadvantages experienced by those in rural
areas and the cont.nue,1 undisciplined gro.vth of urban populations, through migra
don. Whatever the causes, most countries identified the need for moral education,
for an education in values to promote both social cohesion and individual
development.

It would be misleading, however, to indicate that the situation is dominated
by problems. As is apparent throughout this discussion it also features very real
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possibilities for desirable developments. Technological change is a case in point.
While it is often discussed in terms of its harmful social impact, it is, by its nature
a creation by people, a creation aimed to solve particular problems. As such it has
transformed opportunities for travel, increased dramaticall y. the means of com-
municadon, multiplied many times the region's means of productkity and sub
stantially improved opportunities for a healthy life. Technolog-y needs to be seen as
the major asset it can be rather than as the social threat it has too often been al-
lowed to become. A further area of desirable change is the reassessment of alues
which has accompanied the developments in technology and in society. This is not
to imply that all value changes are h althy and desirable but that there is the op-
portunity in this reassessment to decide what is of lasting human alue in sodety
and to make decisions on the basis of these values. A third area of major potential
benefit exemplified by the meeting is the phenomenon of co-operatke effort spon-
sored by UNESCO through its APEID programme, in whkh people eery where
learn to work together to their mutual advantage. There has been a substantial
growth in such effort in recent years at inter-government level, at government leel,
through voluntary agencies, through co-operation between interested institutions
and individuals. Some of this effort has ban misdirected and poorly guided, much
of it has been beneficial and effective.

The past pattern of reactions to events has frequently been problem-orientcd
or even crisis-oriented. Countries have waited for things to happen and then tried
to find solutions. The present task is to work together, not just to sohe problems,
but to prevent problems and to identify more and more possibilities for creatke
and desirable change.

Major issues for resolution

The national papers identify a number of issues for resolution, a careful
analysis and evaluation of which leads to a coherent programme for future deelop-
ment. That programme needs to take account of initiatives and activities which
can help on a -egional or sub-regional basis and those which need to be focused at
the national level. For ease of discussion, the issues are grouped under six areas.

1. Provision

a) What prior experience/qualifications should entrants to teacher edui. a
tion courses have?

i) full secondary education?
ii) science/maths for primary entrants?

id) experience outside school before continuation?

b) Selectior. prior to course:
Academic grounds only or personal qualities.

c) Selection during course:
How to `select-out' students who will be poor teachers ei who have
undesirable personal qualities.

d) Responsiveness:
Countries pass through different phases of need i.e., overall need for
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large numbers; needs in specific sectors of education and needs in
specific training areas. Because of the time delay between recognition
of needs and completing the selection and training of teachers, most
systems respond too slowly to changed circumstances. How can they
become more flexible?

2. Initial preparation

a) How can field experience be organi3ed to provide good links between
school and training institutions, good links between practice and
theory?

b) How can teachers in schools be most helpful in this?

c) How can supervision be provided most effectively by the training
institution?

d) Flexibility specialization.
Can teachers develop greater flexibility without losing specialist skills?
(eg. age-groups/subject specialization.)

e) Diversification of teaching approaches.

The predominant teaching method seems to be didactic, i.e. instruction
to large groups with emphasis on imparting information. The broader
purposes involved in school curricula seem to involve a broader range
of teaching approaches. There are at least three different ways in which
learning can take place.

i) by the acquisition of organised knowledge;
ii) by the development of intellectual and motor skills; and

iii) by the enlargement of anderstanding, insight and aesthetic appre-
ciation.

The first method requires a didactic or instructional approach. The second
involves learning how to do something rather than learning about it and involves
coaching. The third method, where the mind needs to be engaged in the study of
individual products and works of merh involves discussion of the ideas, values and
forms involved. This is the heuristic or Socratic method of teaching.

A vital aspect for teacher education in all this is its exemplary role. It is
vital that teacher education demonstrates the variety of approaches which it recom-
mends, i.e., it practices as well as preaches.

3. Career development of teachers and other educational personnel.

a) Induction.

Students leave their training institutions and go to schools and find
themselves under quite different pressures .1c1 influences than any they
have been accustomed to. They are frequently told to forget whdt they
have learnee and concentrate on what is practical. How can an induc-
tion process relate their learning from preparation cours,m to their
currint experience in a productive fashion.
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b) In-service education.

The initial preparation for a teacher is simply a basis on whkh to
build. In what ways can schools and ed,..,:ation systems develop career
patterns which recognise the needs of teachers to keep learning and
growing?

i) How can we best prepare for continued curriculum change?

ii) How can we take account of technological development?

iii) How can teachers keep close contact with their community and
with social change?

iv) How can wc increase the skills of f evaluation and the capacity
to broaden and deepen continual teaching competence?

v) How can we meet the needs of particular teachers in the service
who have had no prior initial teacher training, such as in the case
with many secondary teachers in a number of countries?

vi) How can we make teachers sensitive to the continuing demands
of moral education which are an inescapable part of every
teacher's role?

Analysis of some trends in in-service teacher education

The development of methods for evaluating different types of in-service training
are likely to draw attention to those that correspond to the demanding criteria
of ef:ciency.

Analyses of the present models of in-service training allow numerous trends to
be observed, such as the following examples:

i) The effort to increase the effectiveness oi in-service teacher ti ining
includes its integration into a system which combines two other important
aspects of lifelong education: the pre-service education of teachers; and
t`.e daily experience of their working lives. It is expected that through
pre-service training teachers will acquire suitable techniques for their
comtinuing self-esteem.

Great attention is devoted to the creation and iraprovement of a system of
incentives in order to make in-service training an integregal component of
the professional life of teachers.

A growing need is felt for the systematic preparation and further educa-
tion of those who 'ire involved both in the pre-service and inservice train-
ing of teachers.

iv) Another significant trend is the effort to involve teachers more in the
decision-making proccss concerning the organisation of in-service training
courses. Participation in decision-making is more strongly related to
school-focused rather than teacher-focused in-service courses.

v) There is an evident tendency to focus the models of in-service teacher
training more on the school. However, this does not mean the reduction
of the teacher-focused mcsdels of in-service training. In the models of in-
service teacher training the development needs of the school predominate.
But this does not mean that these models should overlook the ru.,cis of
particular groups or individuals within the school.
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vi) The tendency to by out irmovatory methods of in-service training is of
increasing importance. This choice reflects new problems which confront
education systems and/or society, such as environmental education, health
education, international education, computer and information technology
and the solution of other so-called global problems.

vii) Another trend is an increase in the duration of in-service teacher training
and mainly concerns the period set aside for the practical application of
theoretical knowledge. More profound research on the issues of in-service
teacher training and its effectiveness would be desirable. Generally, in-
service teacher training serves, either explicitly or implicitly as an
instrument for change both in the education system and in society. (IBE,
1986)

c) What patterns can be developed for other educational personnel, in-
cluding headmasters, curriculum athisers, administators and educational
planners? Patterns need to be developed for their continuing education
and development.

4. Teacher education personnel

Teacher education is a crucial .or educational change and development.

a) What patterns can we have for the strengthening of the quality of
teacher educators them. ..s? They zue frequently so busy in telling
others how to change tha. they forget their own development needs.

b) What formal programmes do wc need for the apgrading of teacher
education qualifications?

c) What exchange processes do we need between the teacher education
sector and other sectors of education and of government service?

5. Support services

a) In the strengthening of pre-service courses how can we develop high
quality materials with an appropriate local emphasis?

b) How can teacher education contribute to the quality and variety of
curriculum support materials, books, tapcs, video and audio, film?

c) How can we develop an approach to the use of modern technology
which is economically feasible and allows beginning teachers to keep
in touch with what is happei.ing at the forefront of technological
development?

d) How can we provide research services both for schools and for teacher
education which will

i) carry out investigations in the local setting;
ii) keep track of developments in theory and practical skills through-

out the region and more widely; and
iii) provide comprehensive statistics and qualitative studies on social

and technological changes.
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6. System links and cohesion

a) Need to develop good liaison between teacher education and othcr
education sector,.

b) Need to relate teacher education to national priorities in education:

0 social wad moral policies;
ii) language policies; and

iii) cultural policies.

c) How to cope with system-problems which have an impact on teacher
education:

i) lack of teacher support in rural areas;
ii) low social status of teachers; and

iii) low teacher salaries.

Regional and national initiatives to meet teacher education mods

To be developed from workshop.

1. Regional Initiatives;

2. Sub-Regional Initiatives; and

3. National Initiatives:

a) Workshops:

i) for professional/persoiml development,
ii) for materials/resources planning or production,

b) Individual programmes,
c) Exchanges,
d) Group programmes,
e) Inter-institution programm s,
f) Puhlications/resource programmes,
g) Research projects, and
h) Development projects.
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Chapter Four

INNOVATIONS IN TEACHER EDUCATION

One of the purposes of APEID is to promote the flow of inforraation about
innovative programmes in ttachcr education which the participating Member States
in Aa:a and the Pacific have undertaken in th, context of their needs and priorities.
Such information flow will help those engaged in educational reforms to become
more fully aware of the innovative activities beiag carried out in their countries and
to share experiences with those working on camparable activities elsew' -re in the
region. In order to identify and document the. innovative programmes, the Meet:rig
culled out the innovati-.:-. programmes in teacher education from the survey studics
and discussed intensively the vitality a: d effectiveness, at national, inter-country and
regional levels.

The summary of the innovations in teacher education, clustered in ten
sections, namely: a) pre-service teacher education; b) te,ch,.,- induction, c) in-service
teacher education; d) specialized teacher tra:ning; e) teaccer ecruitment and admis-
sion; f) structural changes for teacher traina.g;g) system links and cohesion, h) pc acy
changes for teacher training; i) training for teacher Aucators; and j) research on
teacher training, resulting from the three cycles of APEID activitks arc presented
below:

Pre-servica teacher training

Teacher Tiaining raised to Institute Level. (Maldives)

School Experience (Observation in Schools) now a part of the Teacher
Training Programme. (Maldives)

CCTV now used in micro teaching programme. (Maldives)

Teaching aids workshops during training coursc. (Maldives)

Three year B.Ed. Pregrammes established at the UPNG for tra,aing of
teacher educators. (PNG)

Basic Skills courses for trainees in mathematics and English. (PNG)

New Zealand has established a numbcr of "teaching outposts" whcre
students are trained in ways which are more school based. Research seems . )

support the view that this is providing effective initial teaL'aer training in the
year course for secondary teaching. (New Zealand)

In New Zealand 20 per cent of teachers' college positions arc short term
contracts to attract teachers and other spedalists for the teaching field. The posi-
tions of these personnel are protected whilst in thc Colleges. (New Zealand)
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In the pre-service area graduate schools of teacher education have been set
up, aiming at elevating the quality of primary and secomlary school teachers through
the exploration of practical sciences in primary and secondary education. This is
seen as an effective response to the lack of practical training in many pre-service
institutions. (J ap an)

Provision of 'conversion' courses in the teaching of Bahasa Malaysia/English
for Science and Mathematics graduate teachers te help overcome the shortage oi
Bahasa Malaysia/English teachers. (Malaysia)

Inclusion of a 'primary education package' in the training of lower secondary
school teachers to make them more flexible in terms of development in schools.
(Malaysia)

Introduction of Integrated' courses in primary teachers education such as
'man and his environment' and 'manipulative skills' in response to the New Primary
School Curriculum. (Malaysia)

Three Year Pre-service Programme for primary and secondary recruitment
raised to age 18-23. There are 6 colleges of education at present and each college
caters for about 5,000 students. In time to come, the number of colleges will be
increased. (Sri Lanka)

The Curriculum of this Programme is newly developed to include new
subject areas. (Sri Lanka)

The Staff newly appoiated with higher educational qualifications. (Sri
Lanka)

Evaluations continuous assessment, tests and exams are the main features.
(Sri Lanka)

For Teaching strategies importance given to group teaching, group learning,
self learning, simulation and microteaching. (Sri Lanka)

Special teacher education programme for special areas e.g. PLIntation area
and Mahaweli area. (Sri Lanka)

New subjects introduced in teacher education curriculum. .... ifelong educa-
tion, educational research, population education, community edu. ation, education
sociology, education-technology. (Sri Lanka)

Revising of the teacher education programmes for elementary and secondary
school teaching. Both curricula have common general education component with
emphasis on new thrusts of Philippine education, namely, humanism, Filipinism and
social responsibility. Courses such as social philosophy designed to develop desired
Filipino values have been included. (Philippines)

Integration of theory and practice in the professional courses through provi-
sion of more field-based experiences. (Philippines)

Emphases in professional education are strattgic.3, instructional technology,,
and human development. (Philippines).
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Teacher induction

Induction course for potential primary inspectors. (PNG)

Each school in New Zealand, which has a beginning teacher, receives an
extra 0.2 effective full-time teaching position for the purpose of developing an
induction programme for that teacher. (Nw Zealand)

All beginning teachers should be required to undergo one year of training
immediately after their employ ment under the guidance of supervising teachers.
The training should concern both actual teaching and other duties of teachers.

apan)

In administering training 'ot beginni achers, each school should establish
a systematic mechanism whereby the supc. g teachers and all oth-r teachers at
the school will co-operate in the training of beginning teachers under the leadership
of the principal. (J al) an)

Specifically appointed supervising teachers should be assigned to schools
where beginning teachers have been placed. Further, every prefectural government
should develor an appropriate structure for administering in-service programmes,
including the appointment of supervisors in charge of these programmec. (Japan)

Provision of a two-tier orientation programme for newly recruited teacher
educators at college and national level. (Malaysia)

In-service teacher training

There have been many developments in teacher education in Australia in
recent years. The most significant has possibly been the adoption of a model of
professional development ander which teachers now undertake various in-serv ice
and other courses over the full length of their teaching career, either to update
knowledge and skills or else in order to obtain additional formal qualifications such
as a master's degree. (Australia)

Provincial centres for in-service networks. (PNG)

Production of in-service packages for distribution, together with the cur-
riculum texts to schools. (PNG)

In-servicc refresher courses of 1 semester at both Teachers Colleges. (Western
Samoa)

School based in-service teacher education is being done by individ-al schools
under their own planning. There is a type of in-service educaticn carried out by
individual teachers for their own professional growth through attending advanced
level schools or through their own independent study. In actual school-based in
service teacher education the following major premises should operate.

(i) teachers should be involved in the identification and articulation of
their own training needs;

(ii) growth experiences for teachers should be individualised.

(iii) the single school is the largest and most appropriate unit for educa-
tional change.
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A report entitled "Research to Inprove Teaching-Learning Practices"
brought out by the UNESCO Regional Office of Education, Bangkok in 1984 has
found that these principles were successful in practice, and had several advantages
over the college based programmes. (Korea)

In Korea each Municipal and Provincial Board of Education, will, by 1989,
establish in-service teacher education institutes indepen lent of those attached to
teachers' colleges. This will contribute to the enhancement of the quality of
teachers. (Korea)

The most conspicuous change in in-service education in Korea for the past
three years is the development and operation of programmes for educational ad-
ministrators .nd professionals by the National Institute of Educational Research and
Training.

This makes usc of participation orientated instruction as opposed to the lec-
ture dominated style. Techniques used here include seminars, work-shops, discussion
with staff responsible for educational policies, simulation games for setting up
future oriented educational and field trips. (Korea)

With the introduction of the i A-service programme, given in section A, the
conditional period of initial appointment for beginning teachers should be extended
from six months to one year. (Japan)

A multimedia package consisting of print, video/audio, practical work was
prepared for in-service education of primary school teacher, in teaching science.
The package was meant specifically for teachers ir rural areas. Video and audio
communications were extended to near'y 24,000 teachers in different languages
separated over more than 1,000 kilometres. (India)

With the announcement of National Poky of Education. 1986, it was
decided to orient all teachers for meeting the new demands. (India)

A comprehensive set of materials were prepared in module form by a large
team of educationists/teacher educators. States made their selection to suit th,i1
needs and prepared packages for use in their own languages (tilirteenj. Orientation
programmes were organised simultaneously in most parts of the c( untry teaching
nearly half a million teachers. Telecasts were made available with the help of
satellite. Some of the States also arranged radio broad-casts. (India)

The exercise will be repeated for the next four years to reach to all teachers.
Administrators were involved in all aspect of the programme. (India)

A programme has been on the air for several years now to support teaching
of English. It covers both pupils and teachers. (India)

Multipurposes Technical Teachers Upgrading Centre (TTUC). (Indonesia)

The SANGGAR in-service training centre for mathematics, science ane
English teachers under the sponsorship of the World Bank. (Indonesia)

Open University is playing a more active role in in-service training.
(Indonesia)
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Provision of school-based in-service education aimed at orientating and
updating tcachers' knowledge and competencies related to the Ne% Primary School
Cuniculum. (Malaysia)

Provision of an off-campus first degree programme at the Sains University of
Malaysia, consisting of four years part-time and one year full-time instruction.
(Malaysia)

Innovation in Teaching Personnel Development. The enchancement of
"life-long learning" concept for in-service teachers. The changes from rigidity in the
formality of in-serv:ce training has resulted in the establishment of a multilevel,
multi pattern net% ,rk of in-service teacher education, e.g. short-term classes, single-
subject training cL ,:es; spare-time stuci.es; correspondence courses; radio-r.' courses,
audio-visual emir. (samples of successful teaching); satellite programmes started
from October 1, 1986; lecture-teams for teacher training; self-taught examination
system; centres for teachers' advanced training; and post-graduate programmes for
in-service teachers. (Chin )

Distance education which gives in-service training for about 10,000 teachers
from 1983. (China)

The Curriculum Wing f the Ministry of Education developed a comprehen-
sive p Jject known as the National Teaching Kit Project (NTKP) through which
60,00 primary schools could be provided teaching kits for the improw.ment of
primary education. This scheme envisages provision of teaching kits consisting of
school subjects, particularly in science, mathematics, social studies and languages.
These are tools and instruments to help teachers to produce inexpensive instruc-
tional aids through indigenous materials. (Pakistan)

Re-orientation/retraining of private school teachers of elementary schools
conducted as joint projects of MECS, Funds for Assistance to Priv ate Education
(FAPE) and (PAFTE). (Pakistan)

Re-orientation of elementary school teachers for the New Elementary
School Curriculum (NESC) and the New Secondary School Curriculum (NSSC).
(Pakistan).

Development of Materials fci re-orientation programme; training of national
trainers; training of regional trainers; and direct training of teachers. (Pakizan)

Establishment of In-service Learning Centres for Teachers. (Pakistan)

Piloting of alternative models of teacher education through the Integrated
Teache- Education Programme (ITEP) which was pilot-tested on a national scale
and integrates relevant aspects of the elementary and secondary teacher education
programmes. Its main purpose is to prepare prospective teachers to teach in both
elementary and secondary schools, and ..he competency-based curriculum %here the
focus is on adequate preparation and educational management. The practicum-
based teacher education curriculum invohes a structured programme %here students
are required to undergo actual and act7,. e inv oh em:.nt with pupils and the communi-
ty. (Pakistan)
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The On-The-Spot (OTS) Primary Teacher Training P-ogramme in which
teachers undertake training at the in-service level in their local school using local
materials etc. rather than having to go away to a teacher training college. This
programme is undertaken under both the Education for Rural Devdopment Project
and the Primary Education Project. (Nepal)

Specialized teacher training

Training of Primary teacher educators overseas. (Maldives)

New Zealand has developed a structure of professional post graduate teacher
qualifications as an alternative to academic study at a university but with the same
salary recognition as university qualifications. The Advanced and Higher Diploma.s
are offered by distance study. (New Zealand).

Whenever necessary universities should be allowed to provide special one-
y ear of half-year teacher education courses fur university students and adult citizens,
who are not earned credits in the required professional subjects but wish to obtain
teaching certificates. (New Zealand)

Graduate Staff Development Programme of the C.D.C. (Pilot Programme)
(Sri Lanka)

In Pakistan, distance education has been considered as a viable mode of
quickly reaching masses of people in the remote corners of thc country. The
National Education Policy 1979 fully recognised the need fur a comprehensive
distance education system under the at8.., of the Al lama Iqbal Open University.
The distance education approach in Pakistan is quite comprehensivc in tcrms of the
content areas e.g. general education, functional education, tcacher education, adult
education and conti.1 'ng education. Teacher Education programmes of the Open
University will go a lung way in providing trained teachers fur the rapidly increasing
number of schools. (Pakistan)

The Primary Women Teacher Educator Training Programme which focuses
exlusivel-: on the teaching of science at the primary school level. (Nepal)

The Radio Education Teacher Training (RETT) Progi-amme, a distance
education programme which uses self instruction materials (SIMS). (Nepal)

Teacher recruitment and admission

To improve the mix of teachers the Department of Education uses television,
radio and newspapers in its recruitment campaign to attract candidates int tracher
trai ling. The advertisements portray appropriate role models such as women
teaching science subjects, Maori and Pacific islanders tis teachers and men teaching
younger children. (Ncw Zealand)

Attestation: Maoris may be awarded entrance to training (degree equiva-
lence) if a tribal group will attest to the cultural and language suitability of the
applicant. A national selection c,nnmittee furthe sekcts those candidates it regards
as suitable for a one year course of secondary teacher training. (New Zealand)
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Extendec: first year intake into training .,as been considered to allow for a
F election process during first year. Students seen as unsuitable for teaching
would have the opportunity to transfer to other programmes while retaining credit
for the work they have done. (New Zealand)

Lowering of entry qualifications into teachers' colleges for minority groups
sudi as candidates from the East Malaysian States of Sabah and Sarawak. (Malaysia) ,

Introduction of a three-stage selection process for ca..didates admitted into
teachers' colleges based on acacl-mic qualification, a scholastic aptitude test and
an interview. (Malaysia)

Innovation in admission:

(i) A Recommended-Based Admission is being practiced in selected normal
universities whc re a strong control is assured over the academic achieve-
ment, the development of morality, intelligence, physical construction,
and the willingness of being devoted to the careers of education;

ii) The experiments of Oriented-Enrolment Programmes, in which the
local bureau of education is authorized to select the candidates who
have to be assigned to teach where they come from upon graduation;

iii) Recommended-Based Admission for normal school graduates to the
teachers' colleges and normal universities on the condition that they
have to come back and teach upon graduation. (China).

Innovations in Teacher's Recruitment and Promotion.
The practice of Contract-based Recruitment.
Toe establishment of promotion system.
The practice of teacher certification as a basis of recruitment. (China)

In order to meet the growing demand of teachers required to universalize
elementary educat;on i. the country, "Education" has been :ntroduced as an
elective subject from Matriculation up to B.A. level. This method is likely to help in
the production of a group of people who will be able to partially fdlfil the teaching
responsibilities in the schools. (Pakistan)

A major innovation in Thailand is in the area of provision: that is, in the
procedures and criteria used for the selection of suitable applicants for entry to
teacher education programmes. Two systems are used:

i) Selection based on the interviewing of those who want to become
teachers in order to identify those who have attitudes and values that
are regarded as appropriate for good teaching. These applicants are
interviewed by a team consisting of practicing school teachers, and
lecturers from the appropriate training institutions and,

ii) The situ of an entrance examination in order to idento1 those
students who have a good level of academic ability. There are three
parts to this examination which covers the following areas: know-
ledge in the subject they are going to teach; their attitudes towardc
the teaching profession; and, their level of general knowlet .

(Thailand)
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Structural changes for teacher training

Relocation of C.D.U. at the in-service college. (PNG)

Amalgamation of primary and secondary colleges within the next two years.
(Western Samoa)

School of Education as additional faculty at the new National University.
(Western Samoa)

A proposal to overcome problems of lack of co-ordination between schools
and teacher training is to establish a network between the university, the local
government (Board of Education) and the schools. (japan)

Establishment of the National Institute of Educational Management (NIEM)
to conduct research and needs assessment, as well as to provide in-service courses
in educational administration and programme planning and implementation.
(Malaysia)

Establishment of Educational Resource Centres at the state level to provide
facilities for teachers to upgrade their knowledge and teaching expertise. (Malay sia)

System links and cohesion.

Establishment of a Council for teacher education to co-ordinate the pro-
grammes of teacher colleges and the universities. (Malaysia)

Innovations in Administration and management through the establishment of
a Teacher Education Department under the Stab Education Commission. (China).

Innovations in Thailand include the following:

i) Thete are 36 teacher education institutions in Thailand, and these
have been grouped into 8 clusters for the purposes of sharing resources.
As a result, there is a more efficknt use of teacher education resources
in the country.

ii) In the various regions the different higher education i:istitutions have
engaged in a system of networking and have corn.: together for the
purposes of sharing research, staff development and extension activi-
ties.

iii) Schools have been clustered together for the purposes of providing in-
service training for their teachers. This has resulted in the provision of
programmes that are more relevant to the needs of teachers in the
schocls involved. !Thailand)

Policy changes for teacher training

Re-organization of the curriculum design and p 'lig mdking structnre.
(Western Samoa)
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Teachers arc granted leave on full salary for the purpose of undertaking
post-graduatc training in teaching of the handicapped, teacher librarianship,
guidance and counselling and reading recovery. New Zealand)

The New Zealand public has been invited to participate in a review of the
curriculum in New Zealand schools. 21,000 submission were received and tn, draft
report contains a number of proposals for teacher education. (New Zealand)

More flexibility should be introduced into the teacher certification system
with a view of enabling it to cope with the dhersification of upper secondary school
education, to attracting competent people t') teaching positions in wcational and
other practical subjcc ts. (japan)

Appointment of itenerant music teachers serving a cluster of primary
schools, especial4t in rural areas to help overcome teacher shortage LI this subject.
The scheme has now been extended to remedial teachers. (Malaysia)

Maximizing the utilization of physical facilities in teachers' colleges by
'doubling' the yeady intake of students anc, extending working hours. (Malaysia)

Above all, there is a need of innovation in thinking, and to hac an in-depth
perception of the importance of tca.:-.her education in the light uf the 4-moderniza-
tion drhc and the open-door policy . This is especially important in tuday's world
of modern technology. Thus teacher education is regarded as a strategic measure in
China's social, economic, and cultural reconstruction; and teachei education is given
a high priority in (a) the distribution uf finance, personnel, and facilities; (b) arrange-
ment for capital constructions; (c) recruitment of teaching staff; and (d) admission
of excellent candidates. (China)

In the light of the objectives of the Education Policy 1972-1980, the
Curriculum Wing of the Ministry of Education launched a comprehensivz pro-
gramme to revise the curricula of the Teacher Educatiun Programme: in the country.
Many innovations, like the introduction of a Semcf,ter System of education, making
Teacher Education a non-vacational programme and offering specialisation areas,
have been launched through these revised curricula. (Pakistan)

Initiative taken by the government, particularly the Ministry uf Education,
Culture and Spurts, to tackle issues and problems on a collaborathe basis with pro-
fessional organisations and institutions. For teacher education, curriculum declop
ment has always been done by the Ministry in collaboration with the Philippine
Association of Teacher Education (PAFTE). PAFTE developed prototype syllabi
for the new courses in the new curricula, as well as locally authored textbooks for
these courses. "Policies and Standards for Teacher Education", passed in 1983
MECS Order No. 26 and revised as MECS Order No. 37 in 1986, was formulated
through a series of consultative conferences, particularly with PAFTE. As for
the general education and specialisation cunpuner.ts, the Association uf Philippine
Colleges of Arts and Sciences (APCAS) was consulted. Some research grants for
teacher education were extended to professional organizations by the Ministry .

Joint confeiences/assemblies between MECS and non-gucrnmental agencies were
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conducted to discuss issues and problems in teacher education. Re-orientation/
retraining of priNate school teachers from elementary schools were conducted as
joint projects of MECS, Fund of Assistance to Private Education (FAPE) and
PAFTE. (Philippines)

Granting of incentives and benefits to voluntary accredited schools. Volun-
tary accredited schools are schools which decide tu upgrade themselves, not because
they are forced to do so, but because they want to do so. Voluntary accreditation
of schools is done by peers. Criteria of evaluation used is pre-established by the
accrediting agency. Giteria are oNi. 1 and allow the minimum requirements of the
Ministry. (Philippines)

Accreditation is applicable to both public and prk ate institute,. (Philippines)

Training for teacher educators

A Research and orientation programme has been going on in certain areas of
teacher education such as microteaching end models of teaching. Teacher educators
are given a basic orientation, helped to plan the work in their institutions and
prepare reports (evaluation), which are desseminated tu other institutions. (India)

A pilot project on performance appraisal of teacher educators is being
conducted in some teacher colleges. (Malaysia)

Pro fessionalization of teaching through the professional board examinations
for teachers.

i) National Board of Teachers created.

ii) Passing of board examinations is now a requirement for the licensing
for a graduate in education to teach in the elementary or secondary
school. (Philipp ines)

Research on teacher training

Undertaking collaborative research between teachers' colleges and the
universities on:

1, perceptions of the 'actual' and the 'ideal' teacher

ii) the relations between teacher attributes/qualities and skills and student
behaviour in the class

iii) the usefulness and effectiveness of some foundation/professional
courses in pre-service teacher education pro8rammes.

Research conducted by the University Sains Malaysia on:

i) teaching practice-identifying a set of teaching skills and examining their
characteristics.

ii) perceptions of head teachers/senior assistants rigarding the placement
and supervision of USM trainees. (Malaysia)
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Chapter Five

REGIONAL NEEDS, ISSUES AND PLANS FOR ACTION

In Chapter Three the identified issues and needs were placed in the following
categories:

i) Provision;
ii) Initial preparation;

iii) Career development of teachers and other educational personnel;
iv) Teacher education personnel;
v) Support services; and

vi) System links and cohesion.

These categories have been used as a basis for organising this chapter.

It should be noted that where countries are named as having de\ elwed
particular innovatory practices, this is for illustrative purposes only. It dk es not
imply that other countries in the region have not undertaken similar develop Itnts.

There is a general concern in the region with the supply and quality of
entrants into teacher education institutions. However, there has been a tendency
over recent years fur standards of entry to be raised and for more specific academic
qualifications to be requited of applicants. Interviews form an important part of
assessment procedures.

It is generally required that all applicants for training have completed
secondary school edu -ation. There are, however, a few countries that accept
applicants from primary schools to be trained to teach at any level of the Primary
Schools.

Qualifications in mathematics and science at secondary level are widely
required in the countries of the region. While mathematics and science are given
importance in recruitment, some counoies also place an importance on langu..ge
competency.

Most countries in the region tend to select candidates for pre service training
on the basis of both academic qualifications and personal qualities, and a small
number require work experience. Some countries administer entrance exar. 'nations
and also require medical examinations before training. It is also noted that there are
countries that select candidates on academic achievements only.

All countries have selection procedures during pre-service training, but a few
countries are reluctant to terminate students. Supply and demand factors are
responded to by char.ges made in age at entry, level of qualifications and duration of
courses. Responses vary among countries.
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Current ways of meeting needs. There appears to be considerable flexibility
in nationfel cducation system:, to meet specific needs. Thus quick responses arc
able to be made. Malaysia and New Zealand, for example, have policies for increas-
ing the numbers entering teacher training institutions from minority racial gwups.
Papua New Guinea has reduced the :ntry age for girls in order to help iedress the
imbalance between male and female studcnts, and preference is given to female
applicants from certain regions.

Some countries have placed considerable emphasis on the personal qualities
of applicants and their motivation. This emphasis is evident throughout the tcachei
training courses, and responsibility for a student's progress is often plaeed in the
hands of the staff of teacher training institutions. Countries use a variety, of devices
to en:ourage young men and women of good quality to apply. New Zealand makes
use of print and electronic media and Pakistan has introduced 'Education' as a
subject in senior secondary cou.ses.

Current ways of meeting needs in provision. Current way s of meeting
needs N'1' ere not included in some of the national survey reports. The following
were included:

CHINA

a) A Recommended-Based Admission is being practised in selected normal
universities where a strong control is fissured over the academic achieve-
ment, thc development of morality, intelligence, physical constitution,
and the willingmess to be devoted to the career of education.

b) The experiments of Oriented-Enrolment Programmes, in which the
local bureau of education is authorized to select the candidates who
have to be assigned to teach where they come from upon graduation.

c) Recommended-Based for normal school graduates to the teachers
colleges and normal universities on the condition that they have to
come back and teach upon graduation.

MALAYSIA

a) owering of entry qualifications into teachers' colleges for minority
goups such as candidates from the East Malay sian States of Sabah and
Sarawak.

b) Introduction of a 3-stage selection process ft,r candidates admitted
into teachers' colleges based on academic qualification, a scholastic
aptitude test and an interview.

NEW ZEALAND

a) To improve the mix of teachers, the Department of Education uses
television, radio and newspapers in its recruitment campaign to attract
candidates into teacher training. The advertisements portray appro-
priate role models, such as women teaching science subjects, Maori and
Pacific Islanders as teachers and men teaching younger children.
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b) Attestation. Maoris may be awarded entrance to training (a degree
equivalence) if a tribal group will attest to the cultural and language
suitability of the applicant. A national selection committee further
selects those candidates it regards as suitable for a one v-ar course of
sccondary teacher training.

PAKISTAN

In order to meet the growing demand of teachers required to universalise
elementary education in the country, "Education" has been introduced as an
elective subject from Matriculation up to B.A. level. This method is likely to help in
the production of a group of people who will be .b1 tu partially fulfil the teaching
responsibilities in the schools.

SRI LANKA

Three year pre-service programme for primary and secondary with recruit-
tnent raised to 'A' Level.

THAILAND

A major innovation in Thailand is in the area of provision: that is, in the
procedures and criteria use,: for the selection of suitable applicants fur entry tu
teacher education programmes. Two systems are used:

i) Selection based on the interviewing of those who want to Lecome
teachers in order to identify those who have attitudes and values that
are regarded as appropriate for good teaching. These applicants are
interviewed by a team consisting of practising school teachers, and
lecturers from the appropriate training institutions; and,

ii) The sitting of an entrance examination in order to identify tnose
students who have a good level of academic ability. There are three
parts to this examination 'iich covers the following areas: knowledge
in the subject they are going to teach; their attitudes towards the
teaching profession; and, their level of general knowledge.

Initial Preparation of Teachers

Introduction. The initial preparation of teachers is of crucial importance in
teacher development and would reflect both the expectations which thc community
holds about the role of the teacher and the skills and abilities uf those entering the
course. Such an approach to teacher education supports the view, wittily held in
the Asiz-Pacific region, that teachers have a significant social development function
which is wider than a simple transmission of knowledge. The Summary Report from
Sri Lanka points out that:

The teacher is considered as a community leader, social agent, social reformer.
The community expects the teacher's advice and guidance in identifying and
solvin their social and economic problems... 'School and community is one of
the core subject areas introduced under the Pre-service [programme] .
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It should also be emphasised that teacher development is a process which
exte is throughout an individual's career.

Background or general studies. Towards this goal the country papers havu
generally recognized three broad components of initial teacher educatiun. These
are:

i) background studies appropriate to the work of a teacher;
ii) pedagogical or professional sty :tes associated directly with the activity

of teaching; and
iii) the practicum or supervised classroom experience.

Background or general studies for teachers vary throughout the region
depending, in a numner of cases, on the entry level at recruitment for teaching.
The importance of an appropriate level uf background studies is emphasised, for
example, by Sri Lanka. The country paper notes that: 'raising the educational level
to Advanced Level is expected to contribute to the quality of teacher training'.

The Nepal study paper notes that teacher education might be perceived as
associated with the country 's developmental needs health education including fuud
and nutrition, and population studies are important curriculum components in
some teaches education programmes. Nepalese Studies are compulsory at the
Proficiency Certificate level in all faculties of the university.

Another example of national ur community development can be found in
the Malaysian teacher education programme where introductory courses in sch

areas as Moral and Religious Education, Islamic civilization and citizenship studies
provide a more general education background appropriate tu the needs of prospec-
tive teachers in that country.

Other cuuntry papers also recognize the differential requirements uf subject
studies for primary -!nd secondary teachers. Primary teachers are, in the main,
considered generalists while secondary teachers are expected to be, as far as is
possible in the context of each -ountry's ability tu provide, subject spccialists in
one or more teaching subjects.

It could be noted, therefore, that the background ur general studies vary ac-
cording to the entry level of candidates, ti.c cultural context and the level at which
teachers intend to en ter the school system.

In a number of situatiuns background studies provide the opportunity to
improve the general educational level of teacher educetion students, partici larly ...
the Primary sector. In these cases there is an emphasis on ensuring that students
have a satisfactory level of performance in the areas of basic mathematics and
language skills.

Theory and practice. Pedagogical or professional studies are common to
most teacher training programm s outlined in the surveys and consist uf courses
related tu human development, psy chub,* , classroom management and curriculum
or subject t.rdies. Apart from the general issue raised in a number of country

1

papers concerning the qualification level at entry to teachei training and the impact
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this has on thc trainee teacher's ability to deal with such educational concepts, the
essential nature of this component for programmes of te icier education is recog
nized. The importance of basing these studies on iesearch and current .ctice is
noted. The Philippines country paper emphasizes thc :importance of research in
highlighting a disjunction between thc current methouology practised in teac'
education programmes and appropriate teaching and karning sty ks t'. t trainee
teachers arc cxpcctcd to model.

There as no doubt that a major issue in teacher education programmes
throughout the region is the mismatching of theory and practice. Thc practice
teaching experiences arc regarded in a number of cases as being too brief and under
taken with little relevance to thc development of a sequential iiatroduction to
teaching and learning in the school.

Comment is made in c. number of country papers on the deficiencies in the
school system and this highlights thc lack of good teacher models fur thus. about to
cntcr thc profession. Even in countries where practice teaching is puwided by
teachers especially selected for the task, difficulties of finding good models in
sufficient numbers arc apparent.

In summary it is ioted that the country papers reflect more of Cae activity
in initial teacher training at the primary and secondan level rather than in the
training of early childhood educator., and those entering tertijry teathing. While a
distinction is made berween thc depth of background studies required for those
enterin,, primary and secondary training it is generally accepted that the ptofessional
or pedaogical studies art. a,- - sential component the region's teacher education
p rogrammes.

There appears to be concern about thc linkages between college based theory
and school-based practice and the ability of the carious schoo sy stems, and indeed
teacher education institutions themselves, to model appropriate teaching behaviours
for intending teachers.

There is wide variation in the length of training expressed in the country
reports as a result of the entry level of candidates, the cultural context and the level
at which tl-e trainee expects to te..ach. At thc same time, it would appear that there
is a trend towards increasing thc length of training. Against this trend is balanced
the need for many countries to produce significant numbers f trained tcachus, iii
particular, to support policies of u _rsal primary education.

New initiatives in teacher education

Innovations in background and general studies. SinLe teachinp, is a rocess
intimately tied to thc culture of thc community, the ntent of teachci education
programmcs must be responsive to expressed needs of that con.munit). In a striking
example of this belief, thc New Zealand public hat, been invited to participate in a
review of thc curriculum in New Zealand sdrouls. Over 21,000 submissions wcre
received and thc draft report contains a numbcr of proposals for teacher education.
In simple te s it seems that thc key driving forte in realising educational innova
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tion is national development. This principle which is expressed in all country
reports has clear implications for both the content and the structure of teacher
education programmes.

At. example is the proposal, listed as an innovation from the Philippines,
that both primary and secondary teacher edu,-ation programmes have a cummt ii
general education component with unphasis on new thrusts of Philippines educa-
tion namely humanism, Filipinism and social responsibility. In a similar way it
has been proposed that the style of teaching pre-service courses be altered to ensure
that future teachers have innovative thinkers and can makc use uf creative imagina-
tion in dealing with the challenges of education. This has been accepted as a
guieling principle of teacher education programmes in Cnina and many other coun-
tries.

This requirement that teacher education respond to community needs has
caused confliet when the demands on training are greater than can be effectively
dealt with in a given length of training. For example, one uf the central issues in
teacher education in Papua New Guinea is the balancing of the conflicting needs.

1) to provide a community based education for the 32 per cent of pupils
who drop out before completing grade 6 and the 63 per cent who can-
not continue into high school, and

ii) to provide an education of high academic quality for the 37 per cent
who enter high schools.

Innovations linking theory and practice. It is a common theme of the coun-
try reports that teacher education institutions develop close links between each
other and between themselves and the school systems which :hey serve.

Me absence of such links in the past has led to matt), difficulties. For
example, schools in Japan are often reluctant to receive students for practice
teaching sessions because the Universities have not given careful consideration to the
personal qualities of the student before thcy are sent.

This has meant that the availability of practice teaching i.-, severely limited.
In order to rectify this it is proposed that d network be e..tablis d between the
University, the Local Gover ment (Board of Education) and the schools. The
foreign of the.... links is a feature of a number of countries and has been successful
in many of these.

In New Zealand 20 per cent of teachers' college positions are short term
contracts to attract teachers and other specialists from the teachin; field. The
positions of these personnel are protected whilst in the Colleges. This procedure
ensures that the content of teacher education courses is consistent with the practice
in the education field. In addition, New Zealand has established a numbcr of
'teaching outposts' where students arc trained in ways whkh are more school based.
Research seems to support the view that this is providing effective initiai teacher
training in the one year course for .iec,:ndary teaching.
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Rclated to this theme is thc innovative scheme in Wcstcrn Samoa whereby
lecturers at thc Tcachcrs Colleges are represented on tbe curriculum development
committccs for schools. In this way thc mismatch between College curricula and
school curricula is avoided.

Im'eloving responsiveness. Consistcnt with the view that the !ducation uf
tcachcrs must bc sccn as a continuing pruccss, a number uf cuuntrics n,. suught tu
devclop links bctwccn thc pre-service courses and thc in-service programmcs.

Rigidity in thc spccialisation of tcachcr training has also .tv sccn to bc a
problem in a numbcr of countrics and thcrc havc been somc n c attempts tu
overcome this through thc development of links be.ween prinialy and secondary
training. Amongst these Malaysia has inciaded a 'primary education package' in
thc training of lower secondary school teacherb to makc them more flexible in tcrms
of development in schools, and Western Samoa is amalgamating thc Priniary and
thc Sccondary collcgc, while in Bangladcsh thcrc are moves to develop a common
corc curriculum between Primary and Sccondary courscs.

Thc development of thece links has also bccn adoptcd as a way of maxi-
mising available resources for tcachcr education. Malay sia has looked at the sharing
of personnel and phy sical facilitics bctwccn colleges, and in Thailand thc 36 tcachcr
education institutions have been groupcd intu 8 clustcrs fur thc purposes uf sharing
resources. In addition, in thc various rcgions, thc highcr education institutions have
cngaged in a system of sharing rcsearch, staff development and cxtcnsiun facilitics.
As a result thcre is a morc cfficicnt use of tcachcr cducation rcsourccs in thc
c ountry.

The nccd for responsiveness in thc content uf tcacher cducation programmcs
highlights a consequent nccd fur flexibility in thc structure of these programmes and
in thc certification proccdurcs. This is sccn to be necessary in a numbcr of country
rcports and is rcflcctcd in the innovation in Malaysia that conversion cuurscs in the
Leaching of Bahasa Malay sia/English bc offered to Scicncc and Mathematics tcachers
in ordcr to ovcrcomc a shortagc of Bahasa Malaysia/English teachers.

Similarly, in Japan it has bccn proposcd that:

More flexibility should be introduced into the teacher cerafication system with
a view to enabling it to cope with thc diversification of upper secondary school
education, and to attract competent people to teaching positions in vocational
and other practical subjects.

Where necessary, universities should be allowed to provide special one year or
half-ycar teacher education courses for university students and adult citizens
who havc not earned credits in the required professional subjects but who wish
to obtain a teaching certificate.

In terms of the organizational structure of teactier cducatiun thc require-
ment for community responsiveness has lcd, in a number of countries, tu a move
towards decentralization in college and university organisation and administration,
curriculum planning and evaluation proccdurcs in an attcmpt to foster gicater
sensitivity to local nccds. As one cxamplc, in Sri Linka special tcachcr education
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programmes have been implemented .,pecial areas, notably Mahaweli and Planta-
tion.

It is clear that there arc a considerable number of innovations in the area of
initial preparation of teachers throughout the Asia Pacific region. A number of
country papers have identified the need for careful evaluation of their effectiveness
and the development of ways of communicating the results of such resear.;11 to
p ractising teachers.

Suggestions

1. It :s recognized there is a tension between issues associated with teacher
supply and demand, al ,d entry qualification levels to teacher training
programmes. National systems of education should recognize the
importance of background or general studies in teacher training for
the promction of National or community expectations. Such studies
will improve the level of teachers' general education and thus the
quality of the teaching force.

2. To assist in the promotion of integrated primary and secondary pro-
grammes in particular, national systems should develop a core of
studies common to both training programmes and, if possible, all
sectors of teacher education.

3. The linking of theory and practice in teacher education should be
reflected in schemes where institutional based training programmes
are associated more closely with the work of schools. Staff exchanges
and shared curriculum development activities are examples.

4. Encouragement should be given to evaluating the effectiveness of
existing initial teacher education and training programmes.

Career development of teachers

Defining the issue. It is evident that the neck, for professional and career
development for teachers, teacher educators, and administrative and support per-
sonnel, is desirable and necessary at personal, institutional and sy stem levels. Basic
skills must be upgr.3ded and updated in order that teachers can respond to societal
needs for improved standards of education and curricula. Teca.hers and teacher
educators are expected not on".y to ddiver established educational programmes, but
also to initiate new and relevart teaching approac.hes in particular subjec. disciplines
or for particular populations. They need the capacity to identify inadequacies, to
develop innovative solutions or programmes and to implement and disseminate
these.

Current patterns of provision

Induction programmes. In some countries there is already recognitim of
the need for newly trained teachers to be assisted and supervised during their first
teaching appointment. They need the opportunity to const-lic:ate their understandirP
of theoretical issues and their application of practical teaching techniques in a
supportive and encouraging school setting. Schools are sometimes staffed to allow
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time for some senior staff, selected for their exemplary teaching, to conduct induc-
tion programmes. Some education authorities provide senior officers responsible
for the supervision and induction of recent graduates.

In some countries confirmation of the initial teaching qualification and/or
professional certification arc contingent upon satisfactory performance in the
induction period.

In-service education system based. It is recognized that teachers at all
levels of provision (primary, secondary, vocational, non-formal ...) need regular

pportunities for further study , for personal and professional growth in order that
they can:

i) maintain commitment, motivation and a sense of professional colle-
giality;

ii) update knowledge and skills in response to technological and pedago-
gical development;

iii) be expnsed to new curricula or new teaching materials, preferably
before they are expected to introduce them into their classrooms;

iv) have access to re-orientation programmes if they wish to move into a
different field of teaching or if national conditions require redeploy-
ment of members of the teaching force.

In-service education school and cluster based. Schools have an obligation
not only to deliver the agreed general curriculum to their communities, but also to
develop the capacity to respond to the needs of particular communities and local
conditions. In some education authorities there is a well-established support struc-
ture, providing funding for resource personnel and relief teachers so that schools
can conduct consolidated activities in staff development. In others, schools condutt
their own programmes independently and with minimal disruption to the routine
teachit% schedule. Such programme., commonly follow problem-solving processes.
A suggested procedure might be as follows:

Step 1: Problem identification through needs assessmeat techniques such
as surveys, casual interviews, observations and a systematic analy sis
of the school tesources.

Step 2: Programme planning by representative school personnel.

Step 3: Programme implementation including preparation.

Continuing education. In response to a growing appreciation of the value of
life-long education opportunities and, more particularly , the need for advanced and
specialist skills in the various disciplines which contribute to an effective education
system, teachers, teacher educators and administrators are encouraged to engage in
continuing educatior to:

i) g. higher (:ualificationL;

ii) develop specialist expertise (e.g. fur literacy extension programmes,
application e.f high technology, special education for gifted, disabled,
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minority populations, science and technology, vocational education,
non-formal education ...);

iii) develop plarning, administration, management and service delivery
skills;

iv) develop research skills;

v) maintain and augment leadership and potential leadership.

Continuing eduzation is made available in a variety of way,s and is usually
highly dependent on priorities in budget allocation because both the prosision of
courses and means of gaining access to courses are high cost items. Some common
practices are:

i) part-time studies at local or outside universities or colleges;

ii) full-time studies with or without financial support (scholarships,
fellowships at local or overseas universities or colleges;

iii) 'open university' studies;

iv) correspondence and/or distance education programmes;

v) self-study accredited examination system (e.g. as developed and prac-
ticed in China);

vi) On-site teacher education using itinerant teacher educators (e.g.
Maldiv -s).

In dome countries close links haw. been established between education
auti- -rities, university departments of education and colleges of education so that in-
servh., and continuing education prograrames might be negotiated according to
local, provincial, state or national needs. Advantages of this include:

i) Participation is seen to I ,nly valued by the employing authority
whilst being, at the same beneficial idividuals.

ii) Tertiary institutions are kept in touch with the realities of societal and
community needs; and the perceived acadenlic and professional capaci-
ties required not only to respond, but also to influence and initiate
change.

Identified areas of need

There are, emerging from the review of current provisions, common felt
needs which .'ary, for different countries, not so much in kind as in magnitude.
They are as follows:

a) The need for the determination o priority and concomitant increase
in funding, facilities and resources for inservice education. This
sholild include the improvement in quality and quantity of teaching
materials and induction to their use throu,

i) development of multi-media packages modules, handbooks, and
ii) establishment of resource centres at regional levils;

vt,
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b) The need for research ink. the evaluation of existing in-service pro-
grammes and their outcomes in terms of system development, teaching
performance and student and community gains;

c) The need for revision of existing in-service programmes, curricula
an teaching/learning Arategies (i.e. adoption of adult teaching/learning
models to complement traditional lecture/tutorial models);

d) The need for proper planning and implementation of in-senice educa-
tion programmes with increased teacher involvement in determining
content and style;

e) The need for co-ordination among the various agencies involved in
in-service education e.g. universities, teachers' _olleges, school sys-
tems, ministries or departments and other 3pecialist or resource bodies;

f) The need to maintain close links and co-ordination between the pro-
grammes of pre-service and in-service teacher education;

g) The need for new programmes for in-service education, such as:

i) computer science, community education, population education,
ealth education, vocational education, music, arts and physical

_ducation, special education, and

ii) studies particularly relevant to the work of teacher educators and
administrators e.g. values reorientation, research methodology,
evaluation, curriculum development, programme planning and
implementation, supervision, education administration:

h) The need for zPcognition of in-service training, achievement and teach-
ing performance as requirements for maintaining teaching certification,
promotion and salary increments; and

i) The need to reger.erate commitmelit, motivation and performd ,ce
levels of the teachmg for--,e especially among teachers of long standing
through in-service programmes throughout their career.

Long-term goals

-amtry should:

a) develop a general ;rational programme of in-serviLe education based on
a systematically planned organisational structure, with clearly defined
procedures and evaluation;

b) conduct research studies to establish baseline data for the formulation
of effective policies and practices in the career development of teaching
and support personnel; and

c) ry out alternative innovative models for in-service education, as
well as continding education, of teachers, teacher educators, and
administrators.
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Short-term goals

Each country should cenduct research studies to determine:

a) priorities :n the in-service programme that will requite proportionately
increased funding;

b) types of organisational structure and procedures suited to the nee(Is of
the system;

c) teacher success and effectiveness attributable to pre-service and in-
service education; and

d) motivation/incentives for teachers to pursue additional studies or
upgrading themselves through in-service education.

Each coui.try sly)uld aevelop systematically planned organizational sa-uc-
tures, procedures and evaluariqn models which will ensure:

a) integration and content continuity of pre-service induction and in-
service education; -mei

b) integraticn and continuity of in-service education for all levels and
sectors of the educational system.

Each country's Ministry of Education should adopt a mechanism by which
the education system can establish linkage with government, non-governmental
agencies and professional organizations for the

a) improvement of teachers' status and remuneration;

b) develot nent of content and approaches to in-service education; and

c) support of in-service training of teachers for tiKir responsibilities in
the arca of community extension.

Each country should establish (if it has not alread), (tone so) an Educatio.
Research and Development Centre for Teacher Education.

UNESCO member states participating in the APEID programme should
establish Clearing Houses for examination and exchange of innovative programmes,
resources and materials.

Suggested future initiatives

A guiding principle in considering initiatives which might facilitate attain-
ment of general goals and specific objectives in professional and career development
in the region is that of promoting the life-long Lducation concept. Teachers, and the
whole system in which they serve, have a responsibility to provide cxeraptary
models for their communities in terms of striving for personal growth and the
enhancement of, and access to, culture and environment for tire benefit of all.

The following initiatives would assist in achieving the goals and objectives
outlined above.
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a) Regional/National re-orientation programme for teachers and teacher
educators following a definite structure procedure and with inbuilt
evaluation in stages:

i) Development of needed instructional materials and !nodules by
group of experts in the discipline, area or educational level for the
re-orientation programme,

ii) Training of national trainers,

iii) Training of principals and supervisors,

iv) Training of teachers, and

v) Evaluation of each st ,e and on-going evaluation jf whole pro-
gramme, e.g. Thailand las developed system-wide in-service training
programme in three stages:

Staae 1: Tiaining a core of teacher educators.
Stage 2: Teacher educators conduct a training course for selected

groups of their colleagues in their respective institutions
Stage 3: School principals organize in-service programmes for all

teachers in their schools;

b) Adoption of a promotion scheme, based on additional educational
qualifications (continuing education/graduate studies), performance
and experience and a systematic mechanism to provide in-service
education to beginning teachers before they are ext.,nded permanent
appoint.nent or professional certification;

c) Career development of administrative and support staff of educational
institutions through management seminars;

d) Participatory planning of in-service programmes administrators,
supervisors, classroom teachers, subject-area experts, etc. before
plans are finalized;
Seminars/Workshops on values clarification and attitude re-orientation
of teachers and teacher educators through a planned programme
developed by educational philosophers, behavioura; scientists and
educators;

f) National and system-based units for advanced studies to prmide courses
in a variety ol modes (e.g. correspondence courses, distance education,
multi-media communication packages, periodic short residential pro-
grammes) for teac:ters to gain higher and advanced qualifications;

g) National awards and rewards in recognition of outstanding/meritorious
performance of teachers as an incentive for professional development
and high-level performance;

h) Establishment of national centres in-service/advanced professional
training of all types of educational personnel;

i) Establishment of an APEID Clearing House for gathering and dissemina-
tion of innovatory professioi development programmes, resources
and materials; and
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j) Estal- li,Iment of international/regional association of teacher ducators
initially, but not necessarily, under the auspices of UNESCO (e.g.
South Pacific Association of Teacher Education [SPATE] could be
linked with Asian-Pacific Association [APATE]).

Teacher education personnel

As the teacher is the linchpir. in a system of cducation, her/his preparation
should logically be a matter of concern to any society. Education and the le of
the teacher educator, as well as facilities required by them to organise releant
activities for teacher education, need some attention.

The group of teacher Lflucators, b-cause it is adequately educated in most
countries and quite small in size, has never got the attention that the teacl, .s have.
Moreover, there is no other group that would criticize its shortcomings or offer
assistance. The group has to depend on itself for its own improvement. There is a
need for a searching look at what exists, what is needed, and what can ue done.

An analysis of the situation as it exists in the countries in the region points
up the following:

a) Little attention has been paid to the preparation of teacher educators.
Specific programmes arc not commonly available. Wherever these are
available, they are inadequate for the high level of responsibility
reqaired. The problem is more acute with respect to the preparation of
teacher educators for elementary education.

Policies regarding recruitment of teacher educators arc not clearly spelt
out neither in terms of required abilities, experience, aptitude nor any
other needs arising out of national policies in general. Some examples
of the latter arc the induction of women or minority groups in respec-
tive countries.

c) As school teaching is a low priority area for able graduates, this, in turn,
affects the quality of teacher education.

d) In some countries, teacher educators are recruited without having any
(or sufficient) experience in schools, rendering their teaching bookish
and theoretical. Even when recruited with experience in school, they
tend to lose contact over time.

c) While continuously telling teachers to adopt more suitable pedagogy,
modern approaches and techniques, teacher educators have frequently
kept to 'talk', occasionally supported by 'chalk', communicating in
the process that there is unc set of ideas for being declared as having
successfully completed a teacher education course, and another set of
practices for real classrooms.

f) Joint responsibility for both pre-service and in-service education of
teachers, is not very common. Relevant opportunities Ior learning,
evaluation and improvement are thus lost.

b)
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g) Research is not usually considered part of the normal duties of teacher
educators.

h) Induction programmes for teacher educators to be almost totally
absent.

i) Teacher education institutions arc more often than not pooriy
equipped and financed.

Several countries have paid attention to some of the problems mentioned
above and have initiated L._tion such as:

a) special comprehensAve courses for the prepara. 'on of teacher educators;

b) setting up special centres to remediate the ( ,iencies in education of
teacher educator., and conducting research; and

c) initiating special programmes for primary level teacher educators.

Keeping in mind current provision for the preparation of teacher educators,
the following suggestions arc made:

a) The roles and tasks of teacher educators should be clearly stated and
kept in mind while recruiting personnel;

b) Programmes for preparing teacher educai,s should be specifically
designed. Where personnel arc selected/recruited from amongst ex-
perienced teachers, a substantial induction programme may be offered;

c) Preparation o: teacher educators for the elementary teacher education
institutions (as also pre-primary) needs special attention in several
countries ;

d) Teacher educators should be required to refresh their experience of
school teaching periodically;

c) All practices, approaches and methods recommended to school teachers
should be practised in teacher preparation programmes;

f) Pre-service and in-service education of teachers should be seen as a
continuum with teacher educators participating in both simultaneously ;

Teacher educators should be actively involved in preparation of learning
packages both for pre-service and in-service education of teachers;

h) Evaluation of on-going practices and other action research should be
part of the regular work of teacher educators;

i) Teacher educators need to interact with their colleagues in other
faculties in the University and with their colle gues in the teachers'
colleges. Work and resources may be shared where possible;

j) Institutional support, finance, time and infra-structure should be pro-
vided to facilitate the work -Ind growth of teacher educators;

k) A reasonable teacher-student ratio should be established in teacher
education institutions;

1) It is suggested that teacher educators have tne opportunity to take
advantage of techno:ogical changes in order to help improve the quality

g)
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of their teacher edt ion programmes and their own performance as
teacher educators. i aey are also preparing teachers to work in schools
where these technoluocal changes and facilities can have important im-
pact upon the effectiveness of terxhing and learning methodologies; and

in) Teacher educators have a responsibility to identify resedrch needs and
to initiate research in order to provide professional leadership, for in-
stance, with regard to specific innovations such as values education,
minority groups and technology.

Support services

No teacher education establishment, if it is to be successful in educating and
Ilaining teachers to serve the needs of both the society and the individual, can func-
tion in isolation from the society in which it is located, and the various interest
groups within that society. Teacher education establishments exist to help meet
the needs of a particular society and a particular school system, and so need to be
responsive to that system.

In order to accomplish these tasks and responsibilities it is essential that
teacher education institutions be provided with adequate support services in the
following main aieas: curriculum support materials; personnel (including techni-
cians and clerical support staff) with the range of skills and knowledge required by
the training institutions; research and development data; and, modern technological
services, along with supply, repair and maintenane..: facilities.

Each of these aspects of support service provision in teacher education will
be examined in turn, taking account of the experience of the various countries in
the region, as expressed in the regional reports:

Curriculum support materials. 'Curriculum support materials' means all
thc prirted and other materials, including textbooks, posters, charts, audio tape- ,

video films, etc. which can be used in the education of teachers at both the
per-service and in-service levels.

In most countries in the region most of the tcxts and other learning materials
used at the pre-service level are produced by private publishers who commission
works from author, in areas, and with an approach, which they believe will satisfy
the needs and wishes of the teacher education establishments. At the in-service
level, the curriculum materials are usually produced by the training institution
itself, or by the education department in which the teacher, are employed. The
situation is similar in Thailand, while in Nepal the emphasis is more upon the pro-
duction of curriculum materials by the teacher education intitutions themselves.
Although most trdining institutions rely upon private publishers to pros ide the curri-
culum materials used in their courses, this dues not in ary way inhibit their choice

content in these courses since the publishers are highly responsive to changes in
the content and emphasis of the courses provided, and most of the authors who .
commissioned to write these materials are themselves employed as t -acher educators
in universities and colleges.
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One problem that does occur in this area is that most of the publishing
houses produce materia:s for a mass market, and hence these rnay hot be appro-
priate in terms of providing an adequate local emphasis. This problem in all three
countries has been, in the past, most apparent when teacher educators have had to
largely rely upon curriculum materials developed in other countries and regions such
as the United Kingdom and North America.

Personnel. The quality of teacher education programmes depends upon the
quality of those who are employed to educate the teachers, the educational adminis-
trators, technicians and clerical support staff. In many countries in the region, such
as Nepal and Thailand, most of the teacher educators are university, graduates who
may themselves have little practical experience in schools. The reason may be that
they are largely selected on the basis of their academic background, and so many of
their courses are overly theoretical in natureind the credibility of the staff involved
suffers due to lack of adequate teaching experience.

This situation is not true in all countries. For example, in Australia, with
very few exceptions, those who arc employed as teacher educators must themselves
have a history of successful teaching in schools, plus post-graduate qualifications in
their particular area of teaching. However one problem that does arise, is that once
they are appointed to a college of education or university, the staff involved are not
required to return to schools to build up further experienceind so with the passing
years tend to become more and more remote from the realities of the school
environment. At a time of rapid educational and social change when schools are in a
state of flux such teacher educators may become increasingly out .1' touch with the
realities of the teacher's task.

In referring tcl the importance of personnel support facilities fur teacher
education it is important to note that we are not just referring to the actual teacher
education lecturers, but also to the other support staff such as technicians and
clerical staff who have an important role to play as 'back up' staff. In addition, in
order to free lecturing staff to undertake their teaching and assessment duties, there
is a need for 'teacher aides' to undertake the more routine non-teaching tasks
associated with the work of teacher education.

Research and development data. Research data is essential for the purpose
of both planning and programming teacher education activities. It is, for exampk,
necessary to have information on teacher demand both in a general sense and in
partkular subject areas. In addition it is necessary that training institutions and
education depar,...cnts are aware of the developmcnts that are occurring in schools
in order that they can be responsive to these when designing the ontent and approa-
ches to be adopted in the programmes developed. This is impoi tant at the pre-
service level, but also at the in-service level in order that corses are developed to
upgrade and update the knowledge and skills of teachers.

Research is also required to enable teacher education institutions to evaluate
offectiveness of their programmes in order that they actually achieve what they

are intended to do. This is an area which is oftcn overlooked with the result that
many teachers claim that their teacher education courses are overly theoretical and
incompatable with the realities of the school and classroom.
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Technological facilities. Technological development over the past few
decades have been such that traditional teaching methods, materials and other
support facilities have in some cases changed dramatically . Developments include
such technologies as computers, overhead projectors, vb ord processors, calcuLtors,
radio, and television. Although these technological developments are available to
teacher ,ducators in many of thc countries in the region, it must at thc same time bc
remembered that their availability and acceptance is not uniersal in all countries,
particula those where the material resources are not availabk to take advantage
of these v technological developments.

In Australia a system called 'interactive television' has been used as part of
the m-seivice education of teachers. This is a system whereby teachers working in
widely scaed geographical areas are able to participate in teacher education
programmes which are run from one centre. In Tasmania, teachers living in all
parts of the State have bees. able, through a television hook-up, to takc advantage of
the professional development programmes run from thc Centre fur Education at the
University of Tasmania. In Thailand teloision is used as part of their highly success
ful Open University system to enable teachers living in vario.is parts of the country
to upgrade their teaching qualifications. The use of radio has occurred in both
Thailand and Nepal as a part of the distance learning projects adopted in b th
countries.

These are just two examples of the substantial impact of technological
change on the methodology of tea,hcr education and one can also think about the
substantial potential impact ..f other technological changes such as ci-nputers on
the methodology of teacher education.

Equipment: supply, repair and maintenance services. In most of the coun-
tries of the region many teacher education institutions have a short supply of
sc:entific equipment and, even if available, they am not Iv pt a workable state.
This is primarily because of the lack of necessary facilities for the;r supply , repair
and maintenance.

Suggested .sponses for improver; support services

Curriculum materials. There a need to develop a greater diversztv of
materials for use in teacher education because teachers are nut educated and trained
to work in one type of school or one type of c nnmunity. Fur example, the range
of skills and knowledge required of a teacher who is going to work in a rura: ur
isolated region is likely to be in many important ways different from the require
-lents of those who are going to work in inner-city schools, and the professional
pceds and skills of those who are going to teach in very poor or economically
impoverished communities are likay to be different from those who are guing to
work in more affluent areas. Tht we have a heterogeneous rather than a homoge-
neous community to cater for. the development of curriculum materials must
therefore take into account this important fact. This is an important gap in the
production of 'mass' curriculum materials by the commercial publish-:rs. The

development of thcse curriculum materi.l may be improved in au economically
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realistic way through sum, r-source sha.ing .u.d joint ,urpculum riting and sharing
schools and higher et acation institutions th.tt serve . s:milar group of teaclwr (luta
tion students.

Personnel. It is essential that teacher education institutions recruit the most
talented teachers, in the ,ippropriate numbers, to c untribute to thcir teacher tduta
tion programmes. Thus thete are both quantitatit and quali.ative conshlerations to
take into account. In addition it is essential that those who are engaged in tht
training of teachers have some experience themselves in w..king in schools and art
therefore nut just concerned with examining education from purely theoretieal
stance. In order to further help bridge the theory /practice gap, and tu ensure that
teacher educatuts are in touch with recent developments in school sy stems, they
should bc encouraged tu have some personal contact with schouL s part of their
professional role. One way tu ...tchieve this is to hate a certain proportioa of con
tract positions which arc filled by teachers who are seconded to training institu
tions for a certain period of thne: say, up to four years. This is particularly
important in the area of teaching methods and helps to cnsure that student eachers
are being instructed by those with rcccnt exptrience iu schools. However, it 's

important tu recognise that a situation where some teacher educators are secondul
from schools for a sct period of time is not without its problems. For exAnple, this
may be surnet'-'ig thc teacher unions and assoc.:. tions may not favour, and
the sy stem is likely tu be popular with teachers tu.:ess it in no way inhibit:. thcir
career and pron.otion opportunities when they return to thy school system aftcr
their period of secondment. Facilities and career opportunities in teacher t...aning
institutions need to bk. 'rather improved in order to attract the most talented
teachers to work in tkin.

Research and development data. Authoritativc research at tivities should IA
undertaken in urdcr to enswe that comprehensiv: statistics arc gathered to improvt
the accuracy of teacher supply and demand forecasting. In addition research moni
toring needs tu be undcrtaken in order tu hdp improve the effcctiteness and ctuality
of teacher education programmes, and in particular to help insure that teachers arc
actually being trained in the knowledge and skills required in thc school system.
When evaluating thc application of innovative measures ,tdequate assessmcnt should
be unde.-taken to ensure that the desired goals are achieved. In addition, research
studies on thc performance uf teathers in schools and un new techniques of teaching
and learning methods arc suggested.

Technological facilities. It is important that teacher educ, tior institutions
arc up-to-date regarding the use of the ncw technologies, such as c,Jrni nters. This is
to er sure that all students are acquainted teith the impact uf tecknult gical devekp
mcnts on thcir work in thc classroom, and to ensure that they kwe sufficiAtt
knowledge in this arca to prcparc thcir pupils tu take their pla,e in a society when.
technological change is the nurm. Teacher education should also take advantagc uf
technological advances in their uwn work espe .ially in terms uf thur impact un the
efficiency of teacher education programmes.

Equipment: supply, repair and maintenance services. It is essential that
suitable facilities are ..vailable fur teacher education institutions tu procurc, maintain
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and where necessary repair the various items of equip.nent they need to use in
undertaking their teacher education responsibilities.

In this section we have sought to explore key aspects of the issue of support
services for teacher education. Having identified major aspects of the problems -n
this area, we have then, drawing upon the experience of countries in the Asian and
Pacific region, suggested possible solutions and developments in this important arca
to ensure that the full potential is realised. In doing this we have sought to avoid
a theoretkal approach, but have instead taken account of administrative constraints
and structures which may either facilitate or hinder such changes. Indeed, above all
else, sufficient funding must be provided in order to ensurc that the v at ious support
facilities discussed in this paper become a reality.
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Chapter Six

SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION

Education systems in the region have undergone eri armous changes in the
recent past and more fundamental reorientations are being planned for the future.
As a result, the national education systems need to have effective 'nfrastructures for
developing, mobilizing and expanding their human resources. In this contex t,
professional support services and education and training of educational personnd
have assumed a high priority in the participating Member States.

The project activities for teacher education are designed to contribute
towards the training of educational personnel and devflopment of professional
support services, particularly through designing of alternative structur;:s and training
methodologies and development of guidelines, methodological manuals and exemp-
lar materials for the delivery of professional support services. Special attention may
have to be given to strengthen the networks of institutions for in-service as v,,ell as
for pre-service el* teachers and educational personnel to develop new competelijes,
and skills, values requ:red fo. training of educational pesonnel. Attention may .1:so
have to be given to the training of personnel through a realistic recognition ,,i
strategic development tabks for training of educational personnel, and careful study
and action based on an understanding of the issues ar.d a determination to find
resolutions in ways that are consonant with the central values of the society.

Having considered the national reports on teacher education and the current
innovations in teacher education ng from the first three cycles of APEID pro-
grammes for all participating countries, the Workshop recommends that the
following suggestions be considered for inclusion in the fourth cycle of ATEID
programmes. These suggestions are made in relation to national, inter-country and
regional initiatives and activities.

A number of suggestions have been given in Chapter Five; Regional Needs,
Issues and Plans for Action. The following proposed developme.,.s are summarized
below:

1. a clearing house for disseminating information on innovatory profes-
sional development programmes, resources and materials;

2. a regional association of teacher educ ltors;

3. strengthening of national centres for advanced training of teacher
educators;

4. seminar/workshops on values and moral education;

5 workshops on the development of positive attitudes and approaches
among teacher educators;

6. management workshops for the career development of support staff in
teacher education institutions;
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7 . workshops for teacher educators on the provision of in-service educa-
tion for beginning teachers;

8. programmes for teacher educators on the development of instructional
materials and resources for teacher training curriculum development,
testing, monitoring, assessment and evaluation;

9 programmes for teacher educators on the development, s...pervision and
evaluation of teaching practice at both pre-service and in-service levels,

10. workshops which explore approaches to the participatory planning of
in-service programmes;

11. a series of workshops and conferences on possible ways of providing
suitable programmes and incentives for teachers to gain higher and
advanced qualifications in the areas of knowledge and professional
practice;

12. programmes to establish the range and nature of the support services
needed in teacher education institutions and in schools, in general,
with a view to designing suitable training progtammes, materials and
resources;

13. a sharing of approaches to attr .t the best qualified and most suitable
students to teacher education programmes;

14. collaboration on ways and mcans that teachtr educators use to remain
rip-to-date with current ciassroom pr. .ctices;

15. a concerted effort to explore and establisa effective procedures for
research in teacher education;

16. the research role of the teacher edricator;

17. the planning of programmts according to the continuum for pre-service
and in-service teacher education;

18. the cantribution of teacher educators to the development of learning
packages and me.erials;

19. workshops on the evaluaion of on-going teaching practices and action
research;

20. conferences which help teacher educators become knowledgeable and
skilful in the use of a wide range of educational technologies;

21. the study of the recruitment and seleaion of teachers;

22. the study of teacher induction programmes;

23. the study of approaches to linking changes in school curricula with
corresponding changes in teacher education curricula.

It is clear from the survey, and from the discussions at the Workshop, that
there is already a great deal of valuable activity at the nat:onal level in teacher educa-
tion. In addition to this, a variety of worthwhik regional initiatives have operated
through APEID and the activities suggested above build on this sound basis.
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Annex

SUR% CY OF TEACHER EDUCATION

This survey is intended to help the Member States to establish a status
position, n quantitative and qualitative aspects; create a knowledge base and an
inventory of selected grwth points in the countries of the region in critical art uf
common concern to groups of countries.

The results of the survey are expected to be s-ful to the countries as the
bases for formulating individually and collectively, approaches fur the further
development of teacher education in ways that would be suppurtive of, and inter-
related with thc:r future plans and crucial programmt of educational innovation
and reforms.

The methcdology and design of the proposed su zy is intended to bc used
flexibly. The various items in the form will, it is hop:Al, be interpreted by the
national authorities to suit the national context. They may be amplified so that
informati.-,n added makes the presentation fuller. Howe.er, the basic structure, for
puzposes of comparison, and the overall purpose of :' exercise, it is urged, should
be maintained.

Details about the proposed survey are presented in three sections and the
survey questionnaire is attached in the annex.

Section 1: Geueral

1. Explar :lion of terms
2. Rationale aria conceptual framework of the study
3. Specific outcomes of the study
4. Methodology

Section II: Desio of Survey

1. Status survey
2. Additional studies
3. Suggestiuns for future activities
4. Synthesis of national studies

Section HI: Findings and recommendations

Appendix: Survey Questionnaire

Section General

This section covers the expl ation of terms used such as teae ers and
teacher education, the rationale and conceptu Al framework, sperific outcomes uf
the study and methodology for the survey.
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Teacher education

1. Explanation of terms

1.A Teacher

In view of the broadened concept and scope of education, in covering
formal and non-formal modes of teaching-learning, the term 'teacher' wouid include:

a) Teachers of primary and secondary schools
b) Teachers working in non-formal education programmes
c) Teacher educators/trainers of teachers

1.B Teacher Education

This term ha.; thrc - aspects: when an c:. whe- t..-acher education takes place
and what it covers.

1.3.1 Teacher education is a fun-tion that takes place in:

a) Pre-service education
b) Induction
c) Staff development
d) In-service educatic-n
e) Continuing education

1.3.2 All the above components will include th :-. role and function of
teachers in the school, as veil as outside the school, in respect of
the community and the nation at large.

2. Rationale and concertual framework

Member states a presently engaged in significant reforms end reitalization
of edu:ation. Teacher ed,.cation is a major input to all educationj reforms and
development and hencc -d to reorientate and revitalize teacher education
programmes for preparing the ,:essary teacher manpower fer educational and
nat.: .,nal develop ment. The Memu_i States arc already convinced of the need for
improved ;!--icl expanded education of the teaching personnel. Within the limit of
their resources and felt needs in the realm of teacher education, each has under-
taken some iniovative development whether on a systematic or adhoc basis, on a
large or small pilot -calc. There is need to know and share what these innovative
thrusts e.re, what expei.:,..-"rs they have generated, and what problems remain to be
tazkled. Pg!opk working on pblems like teacher inadequacy and ineffectiveness
under d;fferent situ ins, can make significant contributions to the general under-
standing a the probicms and issues.

Cons.ltie-abie research material .s available in international and/or national
languages, an t! it minis to be fully tappc r? for developing and testing of ideas, prac-
t;ces and programmes in teacher education. Moreover, education c..ists in a very

set cf socio-political and cultural settin6s at rnkro-levels. Some of the
important determinants are qualitative and subjective. Micro-ethnographic studies

of schools, teachers, teaching situations, student-home-school relationships,
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perception of good schools, home and teachers are, therefore, important and
complementary to empirical research.

3. Specific outcomes of the study

a) Presc Itation of the status position of teacher education in each country
with the hdp of primary and secondary sources.

b) Identification of growth points and gaps in teacher education pro-
grammes and their analysis in terms uf factors and forces involved in
dh,ersities and complexities of situations in which they operate.

c) Identification of innovative ideas, programmes and practices in teacher
education initiated in different countries which need support for fuller
development.

1) Spelling out of newer and more dynamic ideas and practices for induc-
tion in the system of teacher education to make it more responsive to
the national needs and aspirations.

e) Developing insight into the causes of success and failure of innovative
ideas and practices, and into the aspirations aroused and achieved with
the help of sel,:cted ethnographic studies.

4. Methodobgy

The basic tool for the survey is the questionnaire contained in the annex. In
-ddition visits, observations, interviews and small case studies may oe undertaken
.0 add to or authenticate the information derived from other sources.

Section II: I:hsigl of Survey

The design covers several distinct bu inter-related exercises (for teacher
education as delineated in 1.B.1 of Section I) as under:

1. Status Survey

This includes:

a) needs assessment,
b) resource and contextual Inalysis,
c) capacity analysis (in terms of intake, demand and supply of teachers),
d) performance analysis,
e) policies, problems and plans,
f) growth points and gaps, and
g) teacher induction.

2. Additional Studies

These include:

a) Studies on effectiveness of teacher education, and
b) ethnographies (Refer Section 1 part 2, paragraph 2)
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2. Suggestions for Future Activities

4. Synthesis of National Studies

Section ID: Findings and Recommendations

The findings and conclusions f the survey to be presented under the
headings suggested in Section II: Design of Survey. The findings and conclusions
should bring out prominently, growth points and felt needs in respect of each area
of teacher education. The headings may include:

1. The status of teacher education

a) Needs assessment.

This may include information about the needs of the various forms
of teacher education.

b) Contextual and resource analysis.

This would show what fmancial, physical and other resources are
available to teacher education, and why they are what they are.

c) Capacity analysis.

Here information will be given about the qualifications and pre-
entry education required of potential teacher trainees and of
teacher educators, as well as about the supply and demand position
in respect of teacher educators and teachers.

d) Perfoimance analysis.

Here will be information about practices for evaluating teacher
education programmes and the extent to which institutions and
other agencies engage in such evaluations.

e) Policies, problems and plans.

This section will contain information about policies zind plans to
alter the nature of teacher education and to ennance its quality,
as well as about the guiding principles associated with these pro-
posals.

f) Growth points and gaps.

Here will be information about significant growth points and gaps
in teacher education, and about ..he complex societal factors and
forces associated with them.

Growth points woln. include significant new developments and couki cover
initiatives that have been taken with r-spect to:

school-based in-service education
teacher education
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staff development
distance education for teacher education

As well, there will be information on how various new initiatives and on-
going activities in teacher education take account of:

pre-promotion training for potential head teachers
the role of teachers in networking of school clusters
the role of teachers in raising achievement levels of primary pupils

This section will also identify innovations that deserve support.

g) Teacher induction

This section win contain additional information about teacher induction
practices and about any new, dynamic initiatives.

2. Additional Studies

Thc following two sections will contain information about studies on the
quality and effectiveness of teacher education, and on measures to increase the
effectiveness of teacher education programmes. The information will be reported
under two sub-headings:

1. Effectiveness of teacher education, and
2. Ethnographies of teacher education

3. Suggestions for future activities

This final part is to contain suggestio. s about the direc:. is that should be
taken by future activities or developments in teacher education ct., well as suggestions
for future investigations of teacher education.

SURVEY QUL \INAIRE

An instrumeat designed to gain information about the current status of
teacher education, in qualitative and quantitative terms, in order to Lreate a know-
ledge base about areas of need, growth and innovation.

A. STATUS SURVEY

I. Needs Assessment

In this section informatio.i is sought about the needs of the various forms of
teacher education and .hether country-wide or local information has been obtained
about them.

1. H...ivc any local or national surveys of the needs of teacher education
(i.e. inservice, staff development, etc.) been conducted in the past five
years? Jf ,;o, please name three to five of the most significant ones and
in about 200 words summarize their findings.
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2. If there have been no necds surveys of teacher education please indicate
what you consider t J be the most crucial needs.

3. Please identify the most important basic, community and national
development needs in you: -:ountry.

4. Describe the extent to which teacher education programmes (in-service,
pre-service, staff de,elopment, continuing education) take account of
these crucial basic, community and national development needs.

II. Contextual and Resource Analysis

In this section information is sought about the financial, physical and other
resourcrs available to teacher education, and about some of the reasons why these
are what they are.

1. What pri ,rtion of your country's education budget is allocated to
teacher tuucation? Also, please indicate the proportion of that alloca
tion that is available for resources otker than staffing.

2. Please provide a brief picture of the financial constraints or otherwise
on teacher education vis-a-vis the financial position of other nationally
funded agencies or prlgrammes.

3. What tesourct. (e.g. physical, financial, manpower, etc.) do you regard
as the most crucial n- teacher education in your country?

4. What are the most critical resource deficiencies for teacher education
in your country?

5. Are there any schemes or programmes in your country for the sharing
of resources for teacher education in order to offset some of the
deficiencies? If any, please describe a iew

6. In particular, do teacher education institutions share resources foi
teacher education (i) among themselves, (ii) with schools, (iii) with
univ .sides and other institutions for higher learning and (iv) with other
community agenries?

If so, please describe how this occurs in your country.

7. If no sharing of resources occurs at present, what plans, if any, are
there for it to occur?

III. Capacity Analysis

In this section information is sought about the qualifications and pre-entry
education required of potential teacher trainees and of teacher educators, as well
as about the supply and demand position in respect of teacher educators and
teachers.

1. Are there specific provisions and programmes in your country for the
training of teacher educators? If so, please give a few examples.
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2. With respect to your country's requirements for teacher educators,
are there adequate numbers of qualified persons available for posts in
(a) primary and (b) secondary teacher education programmes?

3. Are there any mismatches between the qualifications of these persons
and their teaching assignments? If so, please give examples.

4. Please identify the areas in which this mismatching is most acute in
your country.

5. Where there are shortfalls, for example in staff with certain specializa-
tions, what arrangements, if any, are made to overcome them?

6. What steps, if any, are taken in your country to upgrade teacher educa-
tors in their particular specializatiL Hs (e.g. in subject and pedagogical
areas)?

7. What plans, if any, does your country have for meeting future require-
ments for teacher educators (e.g. with respect to qualifications, num-
bers specialization)?

8. Are adequate numbers of teachers being trained to meet the require-
ments in your country for

Primary education: Lower grades? Yes No

Upper grades? Yes No

Seconciary education: Lower grades? Yes No

Upper grades? Y.-s No

9. For those sections to which your answer was "yes", please describe the
extent to which supply exceeds demands.

10. Foc those sections to which your answer was "no", please describe the
extent to which the supply falls short of the demand and indicate
specific areas where the shortfall is greatest.

11. Where a sho _.111 exists between supply and demand, are any steps
taken to meet it? Please give examples.

12. Various q alifications can be required of trainees preparing for primary
education, for example, a complete secondary education or less, or
other things, such Is work experience, ,:ertificate courses, special con-
iderations, etc. . .Please indicate, in those terms, the kinds of entry

qualifications required in your country for trainees preparing for
primary Grades 1 to 3,4 to 6 and (if applicable) 7 to 8.

13. Various qualifications are also required of trainees preparing for secon-
dary education, for example a complete secondary education or less, or
other things, such as post secondary certificate courses, university
degree, work experience, special considerations, etc. . .Please indicate,
in those terms, the kinds of entry qualifications required in your
country for country for trainees preparing to teach :n tne secoidary
Grades 7 to 8,9 to 10 and 11 to 12.
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IV. Performance analysis

In this section, information is sought about practices for ealuating teacher
education programmes and tl, f: extent to which institutions and other agencies
engage in such evaluations.

1. Please describe the formal and informal procedures or mechanisms, if
any, in your country for evaluating teacher education programmes
(in-service, staff development pre-service, etc.).

2. Have any significant evaluation studies (e.g., F Neys, case studies, etc.)
been conducted in your country? If so, please name two or three and
give a summary of their most salient findings.

3. Have there been any evaluation studies in your country about the
quality of staff input teacher education programmes? If so, please
name two or three and give a summary of their most significant findings.

V. Policies, problems and plans

In this section information is sought about polic;es and plans to alter the
nature of teacher education and to enhance its quality, as well as about the guiding
principles associated with these proposals.

1. Are there any institutional, regional and country-wide proposals to
alter the nature and/or quality of teacher education (ix., pre-service,
staff development, in-service, etc.)? If so, please summarize them and
give examples of the two or three most significant ones.

2. Are there any predicted or anticipated problems with respect to these
proposals? If so, what are they?

3. Are any steps being taken or envisaged to offset these problems?
Please describe two or three of the most significant ones.

4. If there are ao proposals to alter the nature and/or quality of teacher
edurqtion, are there any generally accepted ideas about what ought to
be done? If so, please mention two or three.

VI. Growth points and gaps

The purpose of this section is to ubtain information about significant growth
points and gaps in teacher education and about the comrlex societal factors and
forces associated with these.

1. Describe briefly the important features of two or three significant
initiatives that have been taken in the past three years with respect to:

(a) school based in-service education
(b) teacher induction
(c) staff development and
(ii) distance education for teacher education.
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2. Have any initiatives been taken in areas of teacher education other than
the four spr ^if; ..1 above? If so, briefly describe in about 300 words
twr, or three oi these.

3. Are ',ny other initiatives in teacher education being planned, or about to
be implemented in your country" If so, please provide some brief
details of two or three.

4. Do any of the preceding initiatives you b we mcntioned, or any on-
going activities in teacher education take account of (a) pre-promotion
training for pc ten tial head teachers, (b) thc :ole of teachers in network-
ing of school clusters and, (c) the role of teachers in raising achieve-
ment levels Ifl' primary pupils? If so, please provide a few examples on
how each is done.

5. In order to ensure satisfactory implementation, there may be some
specific initiatives or ir.novations that require support in terms of:
(a) prograi ling and management,
(b) expertise,
(c) physical facilities, or
(a) finance.

If applicable, please name about three that you consider deserve such
support.

6. Describe briefly some of the most crucial deficiencies in teacher ec'uca-
tion (i.e., pre-service, staff development, continuing education, etc.) in
your country. In your description please identify the factors or forces
affecting their existence.

VII. Teacher Induction

In this section additional, or qualifying information is sought about teacher
duction practices in y our country and, in particular, about any new, dynamic

initiatives.

1. What initiatives are taken to induct beginning teachers into their job?
Comment briefly on a few.

2. What other steps do you c nsider should be taken to make induction
more effective? Comment briefly on two or three.

B. ADDITIONAL STUDIES

The purpose of the next two sections is to obtain information about studies
in your country on the nature, including the quality and the effectieness, of teacher
education (e.g. in-service, continuing education, staff development, pre-service,
induc tic.a).

I. Effectiveness of Teacher Education

A. In recent years has any research been carried out in your country on
the effectiveness of training programmes in bringing about changes in
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trainees' profssional cc etencies, attitudes, etc? If so, please indicate
the most significant outc_....ies from some of the relevant studies.

B Whether or not effectiveness studies have Leen undertaken, please
describe any measures that have been taken, or are proposed to increase
the effectiveness of teacher education programmes.

II. Ethnographies*

1. Have any ethnographic studies been conducted in the last fcw years, in

your country, on the nature of teacher education programmes (pre-
service, inservice, induction, etc)?

2. Arc any ethnographic studies of teacher education being pkumed in
your country? If so, please give brief details of two or three.

C. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE ACTIVITIES

The purpose of the final section is to obtain information about the direc-
tions that should be taken by future activities developments in teacher education
(e.g., in continuing education, staff development, in-service, etc.), as well as sugges-
tions for future investigations of teacher education.

*Please comment in about 300 words, on the kinds of things that should be

donc or investigated.

* DIscriutive or comparative sociological-type studies of the complex and t :se relaVonships (human
and other) in educational settings. These studiet would indude those referred to in Sectitn I part 2, Rationale
and Conceptual Framework", of the design statement.
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In-service prima. education in Asia; report. 1982.

Training ot- personnel for distance education; report. 1984.

Training educational personnel tor integrated curriculum; report. 1984.

Research to ;mprove teaching/learning practices; report. 1984.

Distance education: exemplar training materials, 1984.
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Distance learning system; and structures training of distance educators;
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Professional development of educational personnel; report. 1985.

* Training of educational personnel focused on gies and women; report. 1985.
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and the Pacific; report. .1985.

Training of science te and teacher educators; report. 1985.

Interface between education and state polk y: redesigning taacher education

policies in the context of a preferable futur Republic of Korea (Education

and Polity 3). 1985.

Building multidisciplinary training networks for rural development; report.

1 986.

Teacher development for better pupil achievement. 19ii.

School tased in-service training: a handbook. 1986.

Opera tional teacher training objectives and raising achievement levels a moro-

graph. 1986

Teachers and their use of edacational techm -)gy; report. 1986.
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In-service training and to.morrow's primary education; report. 198"

Coping with drop-cut: a handbook. 1987.
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